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Abstract
Nowadays, the assets of power systems face economic, social, technical and
environmental challenges. These challenges arise as a consequence of energy system dynamics
that need to increase their reliability and safety as well as to incorporate new sources
of generation and loads. This requires to load transformers, substation equipment and
transmission lines (OHLs) close to their operating limits. In addition, in most countries,
much of these elements are reaching the end of their useful life, for these reasons, it is
necessary to design and build new assets with high and long investments. Given that
scenario, new technologies have been developed, in order to optimize these assets. Within
these technologies it is the real-time monitoring of OHL rating (DLR), which can increase
the conductor ampacity between 10 and 30% in critical lines (bottlenecks), especially when
there is high penetration of renewable generation. In summarize, DLR seeks to estimate
and predict the temperature in conductors used in OHLs in order to optimize control and
operation of the system, and to increase the reliability during contingencies.
Given DLR benefits, methodologies for direct and indirect measurement have been
developed for real-time monitoring. The indirect measurements are based on weather models
and/or weather measurements in the influence area of the OHL, obtaining an overview of
the atmospheric conditions without requiring intervention on the line. On the other hand,
with direct measurements thermal, mechanical, and geometric variables of a given span are
monitored. Due to the complexity of sensing all spans in an OHL, only spans that restrict
power flows (critical spans) are monitored, assuming risks in the spans that are not being
monitored. The use of direct measurements has increased because they have greater precision
in the calculation of conductor ampacity. In this research, taking advantages of indirect and
direct methods, a methodology to estimate and predict temperature is proposed. The goal
is to increase the reliability of OHLs thermal monitoring systems.
The proposed methodology consists of two stages. In the first one, the conductor
temperature is estimated in all spans of an OHL assuming thermal equilibrium. For this
estimation, an algorithm based on weighted least square (WLS) was developed, by means
of which the best estimates of temperature are obtained, allowing to identify critical spans.
Subsequently, the second stage consists in estimating and predicting the temperature in
critical spans during a thermal transient. For this, an algorithm based on an extended
Kalman filter (EKF) was developed. Additionally, with the EKF is estimated the wind speed
and the thermal parameters of the conductor in order to reach improvements in temperature
prediction. Finally, the algorithms were evaluated through simulations and experiments. As
a result, when the temperature was estimated and predicted with the developed algorithms,
the errors and residuals were lower than when the temperature was computed with direct
and/or indirect measurements.
Resumen
En la actualidad, los activos de los sistemas de potencia enfrentan desaf́ıos económicos,
sociales, técnicos y ambientales. Estos retos surgen debido a la dinámica de los sistemas
de enerǵıa en los que se busca aumentar la confiabilidad y seguridad al mismo tiempo que
incorporan nuevas fuentes de generación y cargas. Esto exige llevar al ĺımite de operación
trasformadores, equipos de subestaciones y ĺıneas de transmisión (OHLs). Adicionalmente,
en la mayoŕıa de los páıses gran parte de estos activos se encuentran cerca al fin de su vida
útil, requiriéndose diseñar y construir nuevos activos con altas inversiones dentro del sistema
de potencia. Ante tal panorama, nuevas tecnoloǵıas se han desarrollado, buscando optimizar
estos activos; dentro de las cuales se encuentra el monitoreo en tiempo real de la cargabilidad
de OHLs (DLR). Esta tecnoloǵıa permite aumentar la capacidad entre un 10 y 30% en ĺıneas
cŕıticas (cuellos de botella), especialmente cuando hay una alta penetración de generación
renovable.
Dadas las ventajas de la tecnoloǵıa DLR, se han desarrollado metodoloǵıas de medición
directa e indirecta con el fin de monitorear la capacidad de OHLs en tiempo real. Las
mediciones indirectas se basan en modelos y/o mediciones atmosféricas sobre el área de
influencia de la OHL, con la ventaja de no requerir una intervención directa sobre la ĺınea. Por
otro lado, las mediciones directas monitorean variables térmicas, mecánicas y geométricas de
un determinado vano. Debido a la complejidad de monitorear todos los vanos de una OHL
solo se monitorean aquellos que restringen el flujo de potencia (vanos cŕıticos), asumiendo
riesgos en los vanos que no están siendo monitoreados. El uso de mediciones directas ha
aumentado debido a que poseen una mayor precisión en el cálculo de cargabilidad. Aśı, las
mediciones indirectas permiten obtener una visión general de la temperatura del conductor
a lo largo de la ĺınea, y las mediciones directas poseen una alta precisión en el cálculo de
la temperatura. En esta investigación se propone un modelo de estimación utilizando los
dos tipos de mediciones, con el fin de aumentar la confiabilidad en el monitoreo térmico de
OHLs.
El modelo de estimación desarrollado se divide en dos etapas; la primera de ellas consiste
en estimar la temperatura en todos los vanos de una OHL cuando el conductor se encuentra
en estabilidad térmica. Para esta estimación, se desarrolló un algoritmo basado en WLS
(weighted least square), mediante el cual se obtienen los mejores estimados de cargabilidad
permitiendo identificar el vano cŕıtico. Con esta estimación es posible optimizar el control y
operación del sistema. La segunda etapa consiste en estimar y predecir la temperatura en el
vano cŕıtico durante un transitorio térmico junto con la estimación de la velocidad del viento y
los parámetros del conductor. Para este cálculo se desarrolló un algoritmo basado en un filtro
Kalman extendido (EKF). Con los valores pronosticados es posible aumentar la confiabilidad
del sistema ante contingencias. Finalmente, el modelo de estimación fue evaluado mediante
simulaciones y experimentos, dando como resultado, que cuando la temperatura se estima y
predice con los algoritmos propuestos, se obtienen errores y residuos menores que al calcular
la temperatura con mediciones directas o indirectas.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This chapter provides the motivation for studying dynamic line rating state estimation in
overhead lines. An introduction and general review of the relevant literature are given
followed by the research objectives and the overview of contributions. Finally, the remainder
thesis chapters are outlined.
1.1. Motivation
With the advent of information technologies, smart grids and Phasor Measurement Units
(PMU) in the electric systems the evolution of SCADA system is a reality, allowing
monitoring, control, assessment, diagnose and analyze energy systems in real-time.
Although these developments, the new dynamic of electric systems as a result of the
penetration of renewable energy, electric vehicles, energy storage, demand management,
among other things, has resulted in network assets (including Overhead lines-OHL) are
close to the operation limits. These limits are defined in transient or steady state, from both
electric and thermal point of view, and delimited by the duration of the phenomena as is
described in fig. 1-1.
For OHLs has been defined three thermal limits, which depend of heat transfer
phenomena [1]. The first limit is presented in adiabatic state and it is characterized by low
heat transfer between conductor and environment, it generally products of short circuits. The
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Figure 1-1.: Electrical and thermal states of power systems elements
second limitation occurs in transient state, and it is a product of overloads or contingencies
that may occur in the system for a certain time. This limit generally is displayed through
relationships between ampacity and duration of the overload. Finally, the third limit occurs
in stable or quasi-steady state, and this is characterized by no changes in environmental or
load conditions. This limit refers to the rated capacity for operating indefinitely.
In operation of OHLs stable and transient thermal limits are used, which depend on
weather, current intensity, mechanical and thermal conductor properties, and geometric
characteristics along OHL. These thermal limits are commonly fixed based on worst weather
conditions (called static line rating -SLR), with the aim of guarantee a high system reliability
throughout OHL life-cycle. Thus, to push OHL’s capacity limits, four asset renewal
techniques are proposed: uprating, upgrading, refurbishment and expansion [2]. Within
uprating solutions is dynamic line rating (DLR), also known as Real Time Thermal Rating
RTTR, which establishes dynamic limits to OHLs according to real weather variations.
Consequently, DLR is considered as a solution to the challenges power systems face in
operation and control either contingency management, safe and economical operation and,
maintenance and expansion plans, as shown in fig. 1-2, since DLR has the ability to optimize
conductor ampacity through a real time information analysis. OHL callanges are result of
congestion, bottlenecks and high reliability level needs, in existent and future energy systems
[3], [4]. In references [5]–[7] an increase of 10−30% in OHL’s capacity is reported when DLR
is used, especially where high renewable energy sources have been included to generation.
Additionaly, DLR has the advantages of low investments, null environmental impact and
fast implementation. For instance, in [8] it is reported that the implementing cost a DLR
system is quickly compensated by the savings of reducing congestion, when wind generators
penetrated the grid.
The first DLR applications were based on estimations of historical climate reports using
weather stations [5]. With these estimations line rating is fixed for different seasons and
hours throughout the year. With the passing of time, different and novel DLR technologies
have been developed seeking improving OHLs capacity, pushing its stable and transient















Figure 1-2.: DLR Applications in operation and control of power systems










Figure 1-3.: Influence of DLR in operating states of power systems
1.2. Literature Review
Some surveys about DLR had been published. The first DLR state of the art summited [9]
summarized the technologies used to calculate DLR. Afterwards, in reference [10] a review
and evaluation of direct technologies for DLR is presented. In reference [11], a review of DLR
for wind power integration is done. Finally, in reference [12] a survey about forecasting for
DLR is undertaken. Considering this, in this section a review of DLR applications in power
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systems is carried out, followed by identification of the main elements of a DLR system.
Finally, dynamic line rating state estimation is addressed.
1.2.1. Background
Dynamic rating methods have been applied to transformers, cables, OHLs and terminal
equipment [13], thus in order to optimize economic dispatch, reliability and future
investments. OHL conductors have high thermal constants [6], therefore, these elements
reach their thermal limits faster. Additionally, OHLs are more exposed to weather changes.
For these reasons, dynamic rating has been focused and applied mainly to OHLs, because it
is the first element that limits the power transmission when weather or operating conditions
change.
Maximum power transfer in transmission lines is fixed based on the next three limits:
stability, thermal and mechanical. The stability limit commonly restricts the maximum
power for high voltage and long lines and it depends on line’s impedance. The thermal
limit is a constrain that refers to the loss of thermal and mechanical properties of the
condcutor as a consequence of overheating. Finally, mechanical limit applies for OHLs
and it is defined by the minimum distance between conductor and ground; this usually
limits the current intensity for short and medium OHLs [14]. For instance, in studies
carried out in the Korean transmission systems [15], OHL’s capacity is defined by the
temperature that exceed the mechanical limit and not by thermal limit (loss of mechanical
and thermal properties). To improve the computing of mechanical limit, DLR is widely used.
Consequently, different technologies have been developed in the last years with the objective
of measuring atmospheric and mechanical variables, required for increasing the accuaracy of
DLR systems [16]. With these developments, line ratings have been increased.
Figure 1-4 shows DLR estimation methodologies used in OHLs proposed by CIGRE
[1] when the capacity is limited by conductor elongation (mechanical limit). This
procedure includes technologies (directs and indirect) used to compute the average conductor
temperature. Similary, United Kingdom and USA have developed methodologies to establish
the conductor operating temperature. This based on weather measurements obtained from
weather stations nearby to OHLs [17].
OHLs change its mechanical parameters as a result of both weather and current intensity
variations. This behavior is reflected in the increases or decreases of line length, altering the
distances to ground in each span, putting at risk the system and the elements that are locate
around it, as long as the maximum sag is exceed. In fact, only one span can limit the OHL
rating and this is commonly defined as the critical span. Therefore, for online monitoring
of critical spans different devices and technologies are available [7], [18], [19]. To implement
DLR systems, it is necessary to determine the optimal number and location of monitoring
devices; this based on the OHL design, climate stadistics and weather models, with the


























Figure 1-4.: DLR in OHLs, - estimation methodologies based on CIGRE [1]
number of weather stations can decrease the system reliability given the large number of
measurements errors, requiring to use error minimization techniques.
1.2.2. State of the Art
Ampacity in OHLs with short and medium lenght is commonly determined by the maximum
sag that can put at risk the system. This value is given by an equivalent temperature
inside the conductor, which depends on current intensity and the ability of the conductor to
transfer heat to the environment, as a consequence of energy balance process. Heat transfer
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phenomenon is function of conductor characteristics, weather and dynamic behavior of load.
Thus, to compute OHL capacity two measurement methods are used [1], [5]. The first one
is defined as indirect method and it is based on measurements from weather stations nearby
to the line or in climate reports. The second method is called direct and it is based on
measurements of mechanical tension (H), conductor temperature (TS) or sag (D) (fig. 1-4).
Indirect Methods
CIGRE and IEEE [22], [23] have developed analytical methodologies and standards to
compute temperature in conductors at stable and transient state, based on atmospheric
conditions, current intensity and heat balance equations. To estimate this temperature, it is





, and solar radiation (S)), the conductor characteristics and current intensity
(ikm) as is shwon in fig. 1-5. All these variables are related through heat transfer equations.
Alternatively, Finite Element Method can be used with the aim of calculating thermal rating
of OHLs [24] and cables [25], taking into account load variations. With this methodology,
it is necessary the previous knowing of convection and radiation coefficients of the line or
cable and more computational resources compared with the analytical method.
Current - |ikm|
Wind - ~ϑ
Solar Radiation - S
Figure 1-5.: Variables that influence heat transfer in OHLs
Reference [8] analyzes the influence of different athmospheric variables on OHL rating,
and a sensitivity analysis is carry out, concluded that wind speed and direction has the
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highest impact in the ampacity of OHL conductors. In reference [26], the temperature
measurement error over OHL’s rating which is computed using heat transfer models is
analyzed and, it is determined that for low wind speed, high radiation levels, low current
intensities and high ambient temperatures the error in the estimation of rating is higher.
Direct Methods
Different DLR technologies use direct methods, because these have more precision compared
with indirect methods. The first direct methods involved the use of temperature sensors over
OHL conductors [5]. Thereafter, devices for direct measurement of mechanical variables were
developed [1]. Direct methods compute online the average conductor temperature in a line
section or span (commonly a critical span) without needing of knowing the athmospheric
variables or the current intensity. As summarize, Table 1-1 shows some technologies
developed for DLR, including variable to measure and communication system.
Table 1-1.: Typical commercial devices used for direct measurements in DLR
Technology Parameter Communications Measurements
PLS [7] Temperature ZigBee TS
DGPS [18] Sag TCP-IP D
Power
Donut™[27]
Sag - Temperature GSM, GPRS,
EDGE, ZigBee
ikm, v, TS, θ, P ,
Q
Sagometer®[28] Sag DNP, Modbus,
GSM, CDMA
Image
Ampacimon [29] Sag GSM, GPRS,
DNP3, IEC61850
f
CAT-1 [30] Tension GSM H , TS
PMU [31] Sag - Temperature IEEE C37.118 vk, vm, ik, im
Reference [32] analyzes the different direct methods for DLR. There, the advantages
and disadvantages of each method are addressed through calculation of standard deviations
in the computing of line capacity, concluding that the method that has the best performance
is which measured directly the sag (D) of the catenary. However, in recent years have seen
a tendency to used hybrid measurements [32] (direct and indirect) in order to improve the
reliability of online OHL rating estimation. The advantage of the hybrid method is that it
gets accurate results for entire OHL at low costs, without using direct measurements in all
spans (only in critical sags).
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DLR in Power Systems Analysis and Smart Grids
DLR is used in power systems analysis as a smart grid technology. DLR seeks to optimize the
system and to increase reliability by on-line rating monitoring using information technologies.
Power Systems: Economic dispatch can be changed using DLR in OHLs in order to reduce
losses and/or generation costs. In reference [6] a DC load flow algorithm is implemented
seeking to optimize the distributed generation, resulting in improvements when DLR is
compared with SLR. This algorithm was tested in different operation scenarios. In reference
[33] a similar analysis was made, concluding that when renewable sources are integrated to
the German power system, it is not necessary to reduce generation or load shedding by OHL
congestion, if DLR is used. This study was based on weather forecast and historic load
profiles.
Reference [21] presents a Markov model for transmission systems which includes DLR.
The annual variation of DLR limits is represented by means of a fuzzy equivalent, with the
aim of accounting the failure rate and the repair time of DLR measuring devices. This model
is tested on a power system and seeks to analyze the DLR reliability when load shedding
is optimized. The optimization is done with DC load flows. Reference [34] presents a
load shedding strategy for power systems, considering DLR limits. This strategy consists in
analyzing the congestion in a power system, considering a multi-objective problem, where the
objective functions are the minimization of load shedding and the maximization of reliability.
The load flows are solved using Newton Raphson method. In reference [35] the uncertainty
product of error in weather forecast models for DLR are analyzed, with the purpose of
compute the amount and location of power that must be re-dispatched. Within this analysis
a reduction in operation costs was achieved. In general, an optimization of system is possible
when DLR is implemented because of OHL ampacity constraints limits result of mechanical
restriction commonly increases.
Integrated DLR Systems, a Smart Grid Application: Integrated DLR systems (iDLRS)
have the main characteristic to measure a set of weather and/or mechanical variables in
order to compute online OHL ratings. This update limit is sent and stored in the SCADA
system. Thus, system operators can use this information and analyze it, seeking to optimize
lines capacity by modifying load flows.
Due to the befits of including iDLRS in power system operation, different technologies
are available, for instance:
• In reference [3] is analyzed the Distributed Temperature System (DTS), which is
used for online temperature monitoring in different sections of a transmission cable.
The temperature is measured with optic fiber located along the conductor. With
these measurements is estimated the cable capacity based on hot spots, allowing the
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implementation of an iDLRS.
• In reference [36] a hybrid model called Tension and Ampacity Monitoring System
(TAM) is presented. This model estimates wind speed, conductor temperature and
line rating, using measurements of mechanical tension, ambient temperature, solar
radiation and current intensity. Additionally, TAM estimates the conductor fatigue
through a self-calibration process, using the mechanical tension and the conductor
temperature, since fatigue influences OHL capacity.
• Alstom developed the MiCOM system [37], a protection and DLR relay, which has
the ability to measure and process information from weather stations that are part
of the system. The weather stations measure wind speed, wind direction, ambient
temperature and solar radiation. This information is used in an iDLRS for load
management and protection of OHLs.
• An intelligent line monitoring system is provide by General Electric, called
Multilin™[38]. Within their applications is DLR, used to improve the network reliability
and efficiency. Multilin™ employs sensor to measure temperature in conductor surface,
wind speed and direction, ambient temperature and solar radiation. Thus, this system
used hybrid measurements in the iDLRS.
Finally, iDLRS are composed of different layers. In underground transmission cables
four elements have been defined [3]: sensors, measurement devices, software for data
analysis and SCADA system to integrate information. Based on cable DLR systems and
technologies developed, for OHL can be identified the next layers: sensing and measuring,
communications, management information system and analysis and optimization. To
illustrate, fig. 1-6 shows the layers of iDLRS in OHLs within a grid.
DLR state estimation
To improve estimation of conductor temperature, different DLR methods can be used on the
same OHL. For instance, in reference [39], the thermal resistive coefficient is optimized
through PMU and temperature measurements located in specifics points of line. This
optimization is carried out as a result of computing negative resistance when only PMUs are
used. In reference [40], PMU and tension monitoring system are used for DLR, thus PMU
gives an overview of temperature of the line, and the mechanical tension system monitors
directly critical spans.
As a consequence of that critical span changes in time and space (which limits the OHL
capacity), the number and location of spans to monitor have to be defined. In reference
[41] a heuristic methodology to identify critical spans based on computing of conductor
temperature in each span is proposed. In that study, conductor temperature is estimated
using data from historical weather reports and climate models. In reference [20] a similar
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Figure 1-6.: iDLRS layers in OHLs
methodology is developed considering the clearances to ground, instead of the conductor
temperature. Although methodologies to identify critical spans tend to use optimization
algorithms, a risk level is assumed in the spans that are not being monitored. In consequence,
it is desirable to know or at least to estimate the state of all spans in an economical and
reliable way. An option to estimate weather conditions along the line is to interpolate
atmospheric parameters in space (nowcasting) using meteorological models and/or a set of
atmospheric measurements [42] taken close to the influence area of the OHL. Thus, with a
set of monitoring stations covering critical spans and nowcasting along the OHL, a reliable
overview of the entire conductor temperature can be achieved. However, even assuming
that a complete conductor capacity monitoring system is available in each span, errors in
the computing of conductor temperature as a result of uncertainties in both measurements
and conductor parameters are presented [43]. Moreover, error is higher for low currents
[26]. This is common in OHLs that operate at low capacities in order to guarantee the
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reliability criteria N − 1. Consequently, various efforts have been carried out in order to
quantify the impact of different kinds of errors over temperature estimation. In reference
[26] a methodology to analyze the influence of conductor temperature measurement errors
over the computed ampacity is presented. In reference [44] an estimation algorithm based on
the Monte Carlo method is developed. It considers uncertainty in the heat transfer model
and in atmospheric measurements. A similar analysis is presented in [45], by applying affine
arithmetic in order to identify critical spans and to find out the corresponding temperature.
1.2.3. Summary
Economic and reliability considerations must be taken into account for implementing DLR
systems. For the economic issue, a solution is to use weather nowcasting and PMU when
are available, and for increasing the reliability of the system, direct measurements on critical
spans are required. The state estimation algorithms for DLR available in the literature
only apply to direct [31], [46] or indirect measurements [44], [45], but not to hybrid systems.
Considering these aspects, algorithms to estimate and predict the temperature in conductors




To develop a methodology to estimate thermal rating of power OHLs, taking direct and
indirect measurements in order to optimize its capacity.
Summary of the overall objective of the thesis is shown in fig. 1-7.
1.3.2. Specific Objectives
• To develop a methodology to estimate electrical, mechanical and thermal parameters
using DLR measurements in all ruling spans of an OHL.
• To predict the conductor temperature during a thermal transient in order to determine
line rating, allowing to increase the reliability of OHLs during a contingency.
• To validate the methodology developed to estimate and predict the thermal capacity
of OHL conductors through simulations and experiments.
























Figure 1-7.: Overall objective summary
1.4. Overview of Contributions
In this section, the main contributions of the thesis are outlined. The contributions are
divided into two methodologies for both temperature estimation and prediction, as shown in
fig. 1-8. The first methodology considers the estimation of temperature in all ruling spans of
an OHL, using both direct and indirect measurements. This estimation applied at thermal
steady state, by which is obtaining an overview of OHL’s thermal state. The second category
considers estimation and prediction of temperature during a thermal transient, allowing to
predict future states of a span that is monitored.
To implement the methodologies, a WLS algorithm and an EKF algorithm were
proposed, being necessary to modify, propose, approx. and derive mathematical expressions
to estimate and predict temperature. The algorithms showed convergence, speed and
robustness when typical measurements noises are present in DLR systems.
1.5. Thesis Outline
This thesis is presented as a report and is a summary of the research, reflecting the progress
of the work. This report is constituted by following chapters:
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Figure 1-8.: Contributions of the thesis to Dynamic Line Rating state estimation
Chapter 2: This chapter introduces both direct and indirect methods used for DLR.
Additionally, a mathematical approximation to the sag of the catenary is proposed. This
approx. is used to compute mechanical tension in long spans, in order to calculate the
temperature of OHL conductors with sag measurements. Finally, the use of PMU for DLR
is addressed.
Chapter 3: This chapter presents the main contributions of the thesis. The proposed
algorithms to estimate and predict conductor temperature, using direct and indirect
measurements, are addressed. Additionally, expressions derived for implementing
the algorithms are shown, when measurements of atmospheric conditions, PMU, sag,
temperature and mechanical tension are available.
Chapter 4: In this chapter, the proposed algorithms are evaluated through simulations and
a laboratory test. Results showed improvements in the estimation of the temperature when
the algorithms are used, compared when only DLR measurements are used.
Chapter 5: Finally, this chapter sum up the main contributions achieved in this thesis.
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CHAPTER 2
DYNAMIC LINE RATING IN ONVERHEAD
LINES
This chapter introduces the main direct and indirect methods used for dynamic line rating.
Expressions to compute temperature in OHL’s conductor are addressed, provided that
measurements of atmospheric conditions, mechanical tension, temperature and sag are
available. At the end, the use of PMU to compute the average temperature of the conductor
through the estimation of the resistance is discussed.
2.1. Multiphysics Phenomena
During operation, an OHL is under the influence of thermal, mechanical and electrical
phenomena [1]. Figure 2-1 shows the relationship between these physical phenomena. At
first, a heat transfer (Q) is presented as a product of a heat gain (mainly by Joule effect (P )
and solar radiation (S)) and a heat loss (radiation and convection). That heat transfer is
determined by the current intensity (ikm), the properties of the conductor and by atmospheric





The heat transfer affects the conductor temperature (TS), leading to a variation in the
horizontal component of mechanical tension (H) in the conductor, as a result of changes in
the conductor length (ℓ) and in the sag of the catenary (D). Additionally, the changes in




and the electrical conductivity of
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Figure 2-1.: Multiphysical phenomena in OHLs as a result of heat transfer
the conductor (σ). These variations reflect in the values of voltage (v) and current intensity
along the line. Finally, these three physical phenomena affect OHL’s RLC parameters, given
that these parameter depends on line geometry as well as conductor properties.
Thermal phenomena
As a consequence of heat gains and heat losses, a heat transfer by conduction, convection and
radiation is presented in OHLs. Commonly CIGRE [2] and IEEE [3] standards are used to
describe this phenomenon and therefore to compute the temperature in OHL conductors (for
more information please refer to appendix A). Thus, using the temperature in the conductor,
the maximum current intensity can be computed, as long as the atmospheric conditions and
the conductor properties (resistivity, temperature coefficient of resistance, solar absorptivity
of surface, solar emissivity of surface, diameter, among others) are known.
Mechanical phenomena
Temperature variations in OHL conductors result in changes in their length and on the forces
that act on the catenary. To model this behavior, numerical as well as analytic formulations
can use. Numerical methods such as Finite Elements are not commonly used for DLR,
because they require specialized software and large computational resources, compared with
analitycal approximations. As an analytical method, the state change equation is normally
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used for modeling the tension in a line section (ruling span) [4]. This equation related the
tension HS at a temperature TS by means of a known HTref at a known temperature Tref (for
more details please refer to appendix B). As the value of HTref varies over time, a continue
estimation of this value is necessary. Finally, the sag varies as a function of catenary length.
Therefore, sag is related to the value of mechanical tension.
Electrical phenomena
The electrical parameters of the π equivalent circuit shown in fig. 2-2 (which is used for
modeling OHLs with medium length) are influenced by variations in the load as well as
by atmospheric conditions (for more details please refer to appendix C). Rating in medium
and short OHLs is commonly determined by catenary sag [5], a limit given by a maximum













Figure 2-2.: Mechanical and thermal variables that influenced RLC parameters of an OHL
modeled by π equivalent circuit
The equivalent conductor resistance (R) varies according to temperature (TS) and
conductor length (ℓ). This variation is described as follows




where α is the resistance temperature coefficient. This equation is valid as long as the
conductivity of material is inside linear zone regarding to temperature dependence, which
occurs in the normal operation of OHLs.
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The equivalent inductance (L) depends on conductor arrangement, distances among
them, and length of phase conductor. The general expression to compute this parameter is






where GMD is the geometric mean distance and GMR is the geometric mean radius.
The length of phase conductor and the average distance (havg) between conductor and
ground influence the value of the equivalent capacitance (C). To calculate C from geometry,








) · ℓ (2-3)












where Davg is the average sag and hM is the conductor height at the tower. This expression
takes into account the sag variation, which is function of temperature.
2.2. DLR Measurements
In this section, mathematical models and approximations employed to calculate the
temperature of OHL conductors using direct and indirect measurements are presented.
These expressions are used as measurement functions in the formulation of the proposed
SE algorithms.
2.2.1. Indirect Measurements - Heat Transfer
Indirect method refers to the use of atmospheric conditions to compute the conductor
temperature. This method is based on the heat transfer between the conductor and the
environment as a result of heat losses and heat gains. Any change in the thermal conditions
produces a thermal transient until the conductor reaches the thermal equilibrium. These




QJ (TS) +QS −QC (TS)−QR (TS)
mcc
(2-5)
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and during thermal equilibrium by
QJ +QS = QC +QR (2-6)
where QJ is the heat gain from the Joule effect, QS is the gain from solar radiation, QC
is the loss for convective cooling, QR is the loss for radiative cooling, mc is the mass per
unit length and c is the specific heat capacity of the conductor. The gain from magnetic
heating and corona heating as well as the losses due to evaporative cooling are commonly
ignored. The inputs of eq. (2-5) and eq. (2-6) are wind speed and direction, solar radiation,
ambient temperature and current intensity. As a consequence of wind variations in time
and space, in the heat balance equation is recommended to use wind average value [7] as
input. This average value is commonly available in weather reports. Additionally, a set of
conductor parameters must be included as inputs which increase error in the computing of
temperature if not correctly chosen. For instance, with the aim of improving the estimation
accuracy, in reference [8] a linear statistical model is proposed. Accuracy can be influenced
by errors in the physical parameters and by the approximations used to compute both heat
gains and losses in eq. (2-6).
Equation (2-5) can be solved by numerical integration taking time intervals ∆t by using
∆TS =
QJ (TS) +QS −QC (TS)−QR (TS)
mcc
∆t (2-7)
provided that the initial temperature, thermal parameters of conductor and atmospheric
conditions along the integration time are known. The computing time to calculate
temperature by this numerical method is not a problem with modern computers, because
under contingencies or normal operation the thermal constant of the conductors is higher
(commonly 15 min) than the processing time used to solve the eq. (2-7) (lees than 1 s).
2.2.2. Tension Measurements - State Equation
To relate changes in temperature with variations of tension in OHL conductors the state
change equation can be used [9]. In this work, the tension is assumed equal in each OHL’s
tensioning section and thus the ruling span approximation is used [4]. Because of conductor
creep has low impact in the sag calculation [10], this is considered as a source of error in
estimation. Therefore, only the linear thermal and elastic elongation models are considered











2 + EAεt (TS − Tref)
]
(2-8)
In eq. (2-8) E is the modulus of elasticity, A is the conductor cross section, H and HTref are
the horizontal tension at temperature TS and at reference temperature Tref , Rs is the ruling
span length, mc is the conductor mass per unit length, g is the gravitational acceleration
and εt is the coefficient of thermal expansion.
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2.2.3. Sag Measurements - Catenary Equation
Sag measurements are used to obtain the clearance between the OHL conductor and the
ground in order to assess OHL thermal capacity. Another way to calculate the OHL rating
is to compute the mechanical tension with sag measurements and use these values to compute
the conductor’s temperature by using the state change equation. This methodology is














is used, which relates sag (D) with tension (H), where s is the span length.













+ · · · (2-10)
where the first term is equal to the parabolic approximation.
In this work, the first and second term of the series of eq. (2-10) are used to compute










is obtained. This expression has the form of the polynomial of degree three ax3+bx2+cx+d =
0, where a = D, b = −s2mcg/8, c = 0 and d = −s4 (mcg)3 /384.










q2 + (r − p2)3 + p (2-12)
where p = − b
3a
, q = p3 + bc−3ad
6a2
and r = c
3a
. This equation expresses analytically the tension
(H) in function of the sag (D), allowing to compute the conductor temperature using sag
measurements.
To compare the performance between the parabolic approximation (first term) and the
use of the two first terms of the catenary series expansion proposed to compute sag, the error
between the exact solution (eq. (2-9)) and these approximation is contrasted under common
values of span length and tension, supposing a mc = 1.294 [kg/m]. Figure 2-3a shows the
error (e) between the catenary function and the parabolic approximation. Similarly, fig. 2-3b
shows the error between the catenary function and the approximation using the first two
terms of the series. To use the first two terms of the catenary series expansion results in
an error inferior to 0.05%. When the parabolic approximation is used, an error around 3%
is obtained for long sags and low tensions. Consequently, a high accuracy is reached when
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Figure 2-3.: Error in the computing of sag using Taylor series expansion of cosh
only the first two terms of the catenary series expansion are considered, since it allows to
analytically express the tension as a function of sag with an error lower than 0.05%.
2.2.4. Temperature Measurements
Conductor temperature can be measured directly with sensors installed on the OHL.
However, dispite directly sensing temperature, it is necessary to install a set of measurement
devices along the span because of the fact that temperature varies along the conductor [12].
This as a consequence of wind behavior, presence of clouds, close objects, among other
factors which affects heat transfer. Consequently, the conductor temperature is assumed as
the average of the set of measurements.
2.2.5. Use of PMU for Dynamic Line Rating
Among the multiples applications of the PMUs in the operation, control and monitoring or
power systems is DLR. This device has the advantages of providing an overview of conductor
temperature (TS), and to have an existing infrastructure capable to guarantee the functioning
and reliability of an iDLRS at low cost, due to have the four layers defined in section 1.2.2.
For implementing this technology is necessary to estimate the OHL’s electrical parameters,
using voltage (v) and current intensity (i) measurements.
DLR by means of PMU is based on the variations of electrical resistance (R) and
capacitance (C) as a result of atmospheric changes. From R, the average conductor
temperature can be computed, because in electrical conductors the resistance varies with
frequency, average current density and temperature [3]. For DLR applications the frequency
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is constant, the current density depends on conductor characteristics and load flow. Finally,
the temperature depends on conductor losses and atmospheric conditions. On the other
hand, the capacitance method considers the relation between C and sag, due to the influence
of ground clearances in the distribution of electrical field. In reference [13], it is used
the average sag, computed from the capacitance and resistance to compute line rating.
Alternatively, in reference [14] sag is calculated using resistance. Because of the nature of
measurements errors, which are propagated as a consequence that measurements are taken
indirectly, estimation techniques with the aim of minimize the error have been applied to
estimate DLR when PMU are used, using both distributed [15] and π [16] line models.
The computing of conductor ampacity with PMU is based on indirect measurements
of temperature. This method uses the synchronized values of voltage (vk, vm) and current
intensity (ik, im) at the ends of the OHL to calculate its impedance. Thus, using the resistive
part of impedance, the average conductor temperature along the OHL can be calculated,
provided that the relationship between resistance and temperature is known. When a π line
model is used, the impedance (Z = R (TS) + jXL) and admittance (Y = jYC) are related to




















vm − Z · im (2-14)
Figure 2-4 shows an overview of DLR based on π line model using PMU measurements,
where R,L, C parameters change as a function of the average temperature (TS), line length
(ℓ) and sag (D). This method faces challenges when the atmospheric conditions (Ta,~ϑ,S)
fluctuate along the line and/or the OHL has multiple conductors with different resistivities,
considering that R and C parameters only compute the average temperature along the entire
OHL. For instance, in reference [17], the PMU’s application for DLR is compared with other
methods, estimating the average temperature along an OHL. This temperature varied on
average 5 [K] compared with temperatures measured on hot spots (commonly critical spans).
In reference [18], weather variations along OHLs are taking into account when PMUs are
employed for DLR, estimating the resistance for each line section by using weather, and
therefore, the conductor temperature. Finally, the sum of all resistances is forced to be
equal to the resistance estimated using PMU.
Given that, the coldest and warmest line sections, or true temperature in critical spans
cannot identify when only PMU measurements are used. Hence, this method can put at
risk the system. To meet this challenge and take advantage of PMU infrastructure, it is
necessary combined PMU measures with other direct or indirect measurements. An option
is to combine PMU method with weather reports and forecasting. Actually, models with
resolutions of the order of 1 [km] are available for using in DLR [19]. This resolution is
enough for the majority of distances between tensioning sections or ruling spans. However,











































Figure 2-4.: Overview of PMU method for DLR
the use of weather models included high errors in the computing of DLR. For this reason, it
is recommended to apply error minimizing techniques and to develop algorithms to estimate
the conductor temperature in each line span for thermal steady and unsteady state.
2.3. Summary
This chapter presented the fundamental concepts associated with multiphysics phenomena
in OHLs when changes occur in conductor temperature. With the monitoring of these
phenomena through direct and indirect measurements is possible to estimate OHL ampacity.
Indirect measurements are based on the heat transfer equation allowing a thermal overview of
entire OHL when weather forecasting and/or weather nowcasting models are used. However,
the accuracy in the computing of temperature is impacted. Direct measurements have
a higher accuracy, but these only monitoring specific spans. Therefore, to use hybrid
measurements is suggested to increase the reliability and security of DLR systems. On the
other hand, a new approximation to cosh to compute temperature with sag measurements
was proposed in this work, in order to improve both the accuracy and the numerical
performance when the parabolic approximation does not model correctly the catenary
behavior. Finally, the challenges of using PMU for DLR were addressed, focusing on the
identification of critical spans.
Nonlinear equations and uncertainties in parameters are characteristics of almost
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all expressions used to calculate the conductor temperature using direct and indirect
measurements. This influencing the computing of OHL thermal capacity. Accordingly,
it is necessary to use numerical methods and error minimization techniques to compute
temperature in conductors used in OHLs in an efficient way.
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CHAPTER 3
THERMAL CAPACITY STATE
ESTIMATION FOR DYNAMIC LINE
RATING
This chapter provides the main contributions of the thesis within dynamic line rating through
state estimation algorithms developed both at steady and at transient state heat transfer. For
SE at steady state is used the Weighted Least Squares method. With this method an algorithm
is developed seeking to obtain the best temperature estimated in all ruling spans of an OHL,
allowing to identify critical spans. This algorithm takes as inputs the conductor physical
properties, measurements of PMU, direct measurement of temperature, mechanical tension
and/or sag, as well as measurements or nowcasting of atmospherics conditions. Having the
algorithm to identify the critical span, an Extended Kalman Filter is proposed in order to
estimate and predict the conductor temperature during a thermal transient.
3.1. DLR Estimation at Thermal Steady State
To minimize errors in temperature estimation of all spans of an OHL, this thesis proposes
a state estimation (SE) algorithm based on WLS. In this algorithm, the elements of the
Jacobian matrix, the elements of the measurement weight matrix and the measurement
functions are presented in a novel way. It uses the available direct and indirect
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measurements and adds the advantage of including redundant measurements as numerical
weather prediction (NWP) and downscaling atmospheric nowcasting models, thus increasing
reliability. This is important, since reliability is affected when DLR devices are included in
the system [1]. In fig. 3-1 the SE problem is shown. It is expected that the measurements
(z) and the OHL parameters contain errors (e). The SE issue is stated with the objective of
obtaining the best estimated both of the electrical RLC parameters and of the temperature



























Figure 3-1.: Dynamic Line Rating estimation using WLS, an overview using direct and
indirect measurements
3.1.1. Definition of the Estimation Problem
In this proposed method, the definition of the SE problem is based on the measurement
model functions h(z,x) given by
0 = h (z,x) + e (3-1)
These functions modeling by means of the state vector (x) the errors (e) in a set of
measurements defined as follows:
z =
[
Re (vk) Im (vk) Re (ik) Im (ik) Re (vm) . . .
Im (vm) Re (im) Im (im) zW zTS zH zD
] (3-2)
This measurements are taken directly or indirectly from the conductor. In other words, the
measurement functions computed the error using relationships between measurements and
state variables. For DLR, measuring values either of temperature, tension, or sag along the
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entire OHL, it is possible to know the thermal state of the line Alvarez2016a. In this
proposal, the temperature in each ruling span (TSn) together with the parameters RLC of
the equivalent OHL π circuit were chosen as variables of the state vector defined as below
x =
[
R L C TS1 TS2 · · · TSN
]T
(3-3)
The reason for selecting the conductor temperature as state variable is because of the
direct relationship between losses, resistance and temperature. It allows the integration of
all DLR measurements (PMU, weather, temperature, tension and sag). These integration



















The elements of the measurement vector z are:
1. v and i are the complex values of voltage and current in both ends (k,m) of the OHL,
measured at the same time.
2. The vectors zW are given by
zW =
[
w1 w2 · · · wN
]
(3-6)
and these are the set of weather parameters w =
[
Ta S ϑ δ
]
in each ruling span,
where Ta is the ambient temperature, S is the solar radiation, ϑ is the wind speed and
δ is the attack angle of the wind. N is the number of ruling spans.
3. The vector zTS expressed as
zTS =
[
TS1 TS2 · · · TSn · · · TSNT
]
n ∈ FTS (3-7)
is the set of temperature measurements over the conductor located in specifics ruling
spans (FTS) along the line. NT is the number of temperature measurements.
4. The vector zH defined as below
zH =
[
H1 H2 · · · Hn · · · HNH
]
n ∈ FH (3-8)
is the set of tension measurements available on different ruling spans (FH). NH is the
number of tension devices located on the OHL.
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5. The vector zD is given by
zD =
[
D1 D2 · · · Dn · · · DND
]
n ∈ FD (3-9)
and is the set of sag measurements available on the OHL located in (FD). ND is the
number of measurements that are sensing the sag.
Finally, with the state variables (x) defined and with the DLR measurements functions
addressed in chapter 2, the SE is stated as follows: if x̂ is assumed to be the best estimates
of x, a residual vector ε defined as below
ε = h (z, x̂) (3-10)
is obtained to evaluate the measurement functions h(z, x̂). These functions are formed as
h (z,x) =
[
Re (hv (z,x)) Im (hv (z,x)) Re (hi (z,x)) Im (hi (z,x)) . . .
hR (z,x) hP (z,x) hQ (z,x) hT (z,x) hH (z,x) hD (z,x)
]T (3-11)
and are described in the appendix D.1.
3.1.2. Weighted Least Squares - WLS
To compute the best estimate of temperature in each ruling span, the most common error
norm is applied in this project: Least Square Error norm or Squared Euclidian norm [2].
Thus, the least square estimated is the vector x̂ that minimizes the norm |ε|2 (also called





2 = [h(z, x̂)]T [W] [h(z, x̂)] (3-12)
where Nm is the number of measurement functions and equal to the size of vector of
eq. (3-11). W is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the measurement weights wn
2 which
are calculated using the measurement’s standard deviation. Equations derived to compute




J (x) = [h(z, x̂)]T [W] [h(z, x̂)] (3-13)
The minimum value of J (x) is found when ∂J (x)/∂x = 0, or the gradient ∇xJ (x) = 0
[3] as follows:
∇xJ (x) = [H]T [W] [h(z, x̂)] (3-14)
where H is the Jacobian matrix, defined as H = ∂h(z,x)/∂x. The proposed H matrix has
the form of




∂ Re (hv (z,x))
∂R
∂ Re (hv (z,x))
∂XL
∂ Re (hv (z,x))
∂YC
0
∂ Im (hv (z,x))
∂R
∂ Im (hv (z,x))
∂XL
∂ Im (hv (z,x))
∂YC
0
∂ Re (hi (z,x))
∂R
∂ Re (hi (z,x))
∂XL
∂ Re (hi (z,x))
∂YC
0
∂ Im (hi (z,x))
∂R
∂ Im (hi (z,x))
∂XL
































provided that all kind of DLR measurements are available. The partial derivatives that form
H are in appendix D.3.
As the relationships between the states x and measurement functions h(z,x) are
nonlinear in almost all cases, an iterative process is necessary in order to estimate x̂
numerically. In this work the iterative Newton’s method is used to compute the states





[H]T [W] [h(z, x̂)] (3-16)
The number of state variables is Ns = 3 +N (size of the vector (3-3)) and the number
of measurement functions is Nm = 6+N +NT +NH +ND. Therefore, provided that at least
PMU measurements and weather nowcasting are available the system is overdetermined,
because Nm > Ns. To summarize, algorithm 2 shows the procedure developed to estimate
the conductor temperature in each ruling span and the OHL’s RLC parameters. During
the evaluation of the algorithm non-convergence was detected when the initial guess of
temperature was far away of the true temperature, and when the direct measurements had
opposite sign (consider bad data). This induces to either the computing of negative tension
forces, which generate complex residuals, or to estimating temperatures below of the absolute
zero. Two IF statements are included into the algorithm to avoid these negative outcomes.
However, the identification of other possible conditions of non-convergence will be subject
of future research.
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Algorithm 1 Proposed algorithm for DLR state estimation using WLS
1: procedure DlrSE(z, OHL, x̂0) ⊲ z is the measurement set
2: ⊲ OHL has the line parameters




7: while e ≥ ǫ do


















[H]T [W] [h(z, x̂)]
16: x̂← x̂−∆x̂
17: e← max |∆x̂|








3.2. DLR Estimation at Thermal Transient State
This section introduces the proposed algorithm to estimate and predict temperature during
a thermal transient.
In this thesis, a hybrid EKF algorithm is used because of heat transfer phenomenon
in conductors is continuous in time, and measurements of DLR are taken at discrete times.
The EKF was chosen by its ability to estimate and predict both states and parameters of
nonlinear systems [4]. Thus, with this algorithm is proposed to estimate and to predict the
temperature in conductors, the average wind speed and conductor parameters under heat
transfer phenomenon, using direct measurements of DLR and the atmospherics conditions.
As a consequence of uncertainty in both conductor parameters and atmospheric
conditions, significant errors can occur in the prediction of temperature during a thermal
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transient. This error occurs mainly because of inaccuracies in the value of wind speed (|ϑ|)
under forced cooling, and in values of the solar emissivity of conductor surface (εs) and
solar absorptivity of conductor surface (αs). These conductor parameters (εs, αs) can vary
between 0.2 and 0.9 [5], depending on the environmental conditions and time. Therefore,
this research proposes to consider these three parameters as state variables as well as the
conductor temperature to improve the prediction of temperature in the conductor. By
assuming that a thermal transient occurs in a time interval of 5 − 15 [min] and based on
CIGRE recommendations [5], |ϑ| can be assumed to be constant during this period. Likewise,
εs and αs can be also assumed constant.
The mathematical model of the Extended Kalman Filter is described follows. To
implement an EKF is necessary: to model the system (ẋ = f (x, . . .)), predict future states(
x̂−k
)




with new measurements (zk). The proposed EKF


























Figure 3-2.: Proposed EKF model to estimate and predict thermal states on OHL conductors
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3.2.1. System Modeling










zk = h (xk,vk)
w (t) ∼ (0,Q)
vk ∼ (0,Rk)
(3-17)
where f is the function used to describe heat transfer phenomenon (2-5) in conductors used
in OHLs, x is the state vector, u is the vector of control variables, t is the time and w
are the errors in the system. In this work, the state vector is x =
[
TS |ϑ| εs αs
]T
.
The control variables selected are the current intensity flowing in the conductor (|ikm|),
the ambient temperature (Ta), the wind attack angle (δ) and the solar radiation (S), i.e.,(
u =
[
|ikm| Ta δ S
])
. On the other hand, the state variables are related to a set of
measurements zk at time k by means of measurement functions h. These measurement have
errors vk. The errors vk and w are assumed to have a normal probability distribution with
mean zero and covariance Q and Rk.
3.2.2. Prediction of Future States




























. ˙̂x−k is computed by numerical integration
using eq. (2-7), taking time steps ∆t. P is the covariance of the estimation error, F is the
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3.2.3. Update of Current States






























taking the measurements recorded at time k, where K is the Kalman gain, H is the
Jacobian of the measurement functions respect to state variables (H = ∂h/∂x) resulting









and M is the Jacobian of the measurement functions respect to measurement errors







The equations used for computing the partial derivatives of matrices F,L,H,M can be
found in appendix D. These expressions were derived from CIGRE guide and from equations
used to calculate the temperature in the conductor considering DLR direct measurements.
Finally, the proposed hybrid EKF for DLR estimation is shown in algorithm 2.
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3: x̂−k ← x̂+k−1
4: P−k ← P+k−1
5: for j ← ∆t to tk step ∆t do ⊲ Predict
6: ˙̂x−k ← f
(
x̂−k , u, 0,∆t
)









10: Ṗ−k ← FP−k +P−k FT + LQLT
11: P−k ← P−k + Ṗ−k
12: end for
13:
14: Hk ← ∂h/∂x|x̂−k
15: Mk ← ∂h/∂v|x̂−k
































This chapter has illustrated the proposed methodology to estimate and predict the
temperature in conductors of OHLs using direct and indirect measurements. It also provides
the algorithms and equations used to calculate the required temperature either at thermal
steady state (using WLS) and/or during a thermal transient (using an EKF). The WLS
algorithm allows identifying critical spans using direct and indirect measurements. On the
other hand, the EKF algorithm provides an estimation and prediction of temperature in
critical spans. Both algorithms can be directly implemented on current DLR systems in a fast
and cost-effective way, because these systems provide the information and the infrastructure
capable of guarantee the running of the algorithms.
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CHAPTER 4
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THE
STATE ESTIMATION ALGORITHMS
In this chapter, the algorithms developed are evaluated through simulations and laboratory
test. At first, the use of PMU for DLR is assessed. After, The algorithm to identify critical
spans and to estimate the conductor temperature at thermal steady state is evaluated with data
of a real OHL located in Iceland and operated by LandsNet. This, considering simulations of
direct and indirect measurements. These measurements were simulated with an atmospheric
nowcasting. The nowcasting was based on measurements taken by weather stations close to
the OHL. Finally, the EKF developed to predict and estimate temperature during a thermal
transient was evaluated in two ways, with simulations of the example given by the CIGRE
and with a laboratory test. The test consisted of an overhead conductor by which flowed
different current intensities with various atmospheric conditions.
4.1. PMU Performance in the Estimation of DLR
To analyze the impact of weather along an OHL in the thermal, mechanical and electrical
parameters, it is studied the OHL identifies as BR1 that belongs to the Icelandic transmission
system operated by Landsnet. BR1 has a rate voltage of 220 [kV], a length of 59.4 [km] and it
is suspended at 172 towers divided in 30 tension sections. In this work each tension section is
approached to a ruling span [1]. The atmospheric conditions between 2016-04-18 00:00 and
2016-04-18 21:00, with samples taken every three hours, was considered. These conditions
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Figure 4-1.: Flowchart to compute each OHL parameter which vary with the weather and
current intensity
were interpolated through biharmonic splines, evaluating the points located in the middle
of each ruling span using both records and location of the weather station and the function
griddata of Matlab® (for more details please refer to appendix E). This work assumes
that the atmospheric conditions does not change along each ruling span, consequently the
conductor temperature (TS) is computed using these conditions.
Based on weather interpolation and the OHL geometry, the thermal, mechanical and
electrical parameters are calculated in each ruling span with the aim of analyzing the impact
of atmospheric variations on the OHL capacity. Figure 4-1 shows the flowchart for computing
the values of these variables (TS, ℓ, S,H,R, L, C). Afterwards, these results are compared













assuming phasor measurements of vk, ik, vm, im.
In this simulation, PMU values were obtained with SIMULINK® simulations as follow:
a power flow for the circuit of fig. 2-2 is run initially assuming the design values of resistance,
inductance and capacitance under rate conditions, vk = 220 [kV], S = 304 [MVA] and
PF = 0.9. Afterwards, an iterative script was implemented changing the RLC values of
the π model according to eq. (2-1), eq. (2-2) and eq. (2-3), with the aim of updating the
electrical parameters considering the changes in the temperature TS as shows in fig. 4-2.
This script runs until the current intensity computed with the load flow is equal to the
current used for calculating the resistance with (2-1). Figure 4-3 shows the values of
ikm, vm, ℓ, XL, YC , R, D, TS for each weather sample.
Taking the results of simulations, the maximum variation of the entire phase conductor
length is less than 0.02%, which corresponds to 9 [m]; this means that the inductance of the
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vk
R(Ts, ℓ)







Solar Radiation - S
Heat Transfer
Matlab®
vk, ik, vm, im
R,L, C
Figure 4-2.: Iterative scritp for computing and updating the RLC parameters and PMU
measurements
OHL is not affected due to normal atmospheric variations and the phase conductor length
can be assumed constant, as shown in fig. 4-3b. In the same way, the variation between
the maximum and minimum value of the equivalent capacitance is less than 0.2%, making
negligible the influence of the sag (D), as shown in fig. 4-3c, where the sag of the ruling
span number 8 is plotted. This span was chosen because it has the highest variation within
samples, approx. 1.3 [m]. On other hand, the value of resistance changes up to 3.5%, as




along the OHL is
computed using these resistance values, being the maximum and minimum values 6.7 [◦C]
and 2.6 [◦C], respectively. In all samples, the differences between TSavg and TSmax exceed
the acceptable error margin for critical spans of 4 [K] (10% of 40 [◦C]) proposed in [2].
The maximum temperature (TSmax) and minimum temperature (TSmin) were obtained by
computing the temperature from atmospheric conditions in all ruling spans and taking the
highest and lowest of these values.
In this case study, TS in each ruling span varies, even if atmospheric conditions do not
change along it. This is a consequence of using different conductors. In this work, this is

















using the resistance (Requiv) calculated with eq. (2-1). Then, taking TSavg and supposing
initial values of average ambient temperature (Tak=0) and solar radiation, the cooling heat is




is calculated [3] along the entire
OHL based on the cooling heat previously computed. With these weather parameters,
the temperature in each ruling span (TSi) is calculated considered the resistivity of each
conductor. However, as Ta is originally guessed, it is necessary to adjust this value via
iterations until the difference between the weighted average of TSi and TSavg is less than an
error (e). Figure 4-4 shows this proposed procedure.
Finally, fig. 4-5 shows both the temperature and the error calculated with the
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(a) Current intensity (ikm) flowing through the
OHL and voltage at end m (vm)






















(b) Inductance and phase conductor length





















(c) Capacitance and sag of ruling span number
8






























(d) Resistance, average temperature and,
maximum and minimum temperature along
the OHL
Figure 4-3.: Variation of electrical, mechanical and thermal parameters of the BR1-OHL for
each weather sample
atmospheric conditions in each ruling span and the temperature computed from PMU by
simulations of the OHL under study. Figure 4-5a shows a dynamic behavior in time and
space (along the OHL) of the temperature in the conductor. Moreover, the critical ruling
span changes for each weather sample, and the acceptable error margin (4[K]) is exceeded
between the different critical spans, as shown in fig. 4-5b. The critical span was assumed as
the span with the highest temperature.
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Start
State estimation
Requiv (vk, ik, vm, im)
























Figure 4-4.: Flowchart for computing TS in each ruling span using PMU measurements
4.1.1. Impact on the Accuracy
In this section is estimated the conductor temperature using PMU, considering errors in
measurements. Thus, for current and voltage simulations a normal distribution of error with
mean zero is assumed and the standard deviation is approximated to 1/3 of meter accuracy.
A typical accuracy of 0.3% [5] was used. The angle between phasors is taken without error.
Additionally, the estimation algorithm proposed in [6] is implemented to reduce the error in
the computing of OHL resistance and therefore in the computing of average temperature.
For each weather sample, 1, 000 simulations were run by adding normal random errors
to PMU measurements in order to estimate both resistance and temperature. The results
are shown in fig. 4-6. The impact of measurement errors in the estimation of the resistance
is shown in fig. 4-6a. Assuming the uncertainty as three times the standard deviation (σ)
an uncertainty of approximately 16 % is obtained, which is equivalent to an error within
±0.6 [Ω], assuming a normal distribution with a mean between 3.6 [Ω] and 3.7 [Ω]. Thus,





±10 × 10−3 [Ω/km]. This error propagates to the computing of the temperature, reaching
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(a) Conductor temperature - TS

















(b) Error between TS computed using weather and using PMU
Figure 4-5.: Comparison between temperatures computed using weather interpolation and
using PMU estimation in each ruling span at different times
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errors in the temperature estimated within ±38 [K], as shown in fig. 4-6b. The sensibility on



















For 470-AL3, 6469-AL3 /134ST4A and 774-AL3 conductors, which are used in OHL-BR1,
the error is within ±37 [K], ±34 [K] and ±36 [K], respectively. These values were calculated
by (4-5) and they are close to the values shown in fig. 4-6b; the differences are due to the
use of R′equiv for computing the standard deviation σr.





















(b) Average conductor temperature - TSavg
Figure 4-6.: Box plots with the value of both OHL resistance and TSavg estimated using
PMU in each sample, assuming an accuracy of 0.3% in voltage and current
measurements
4.1.2. Impact of the Load on the Estimation of the Temperature
As the magnitudes of voltage and current depend on load as well as OHL impedance,
the latter influence the resistance estimation, and therefore, the computing of conductor’s
temperature. A simulation like the one of the previous section is carried out for the weather
sample 2016-04-18 21:00, varying both the load between 0.1 and 1 [pu] and the power factor
(PF) between 0.1 and 0.95 . Figure 4-7 shows the simulations results, where the standard
deviation was calculated for each set of loads and PFs run 500 simulations. In the estimation
of the equivalent resistance (Requiv) and the computing of the temperature in the conductor
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TS, the minimum standard deviation was 0.027 [Ω] and 1.9 [K] for a power factor of 0.1 and
a load of 1 [pu] respectively. The maximum standard deviation was 2.41 [Ω] and 172 [K] for



















(b) Average conductor temperature -TSavg
Figure 4-7.: Influence of the load on the estimation both of conductor resistance and
temperature using PMU measurements
The impact of load in the estimation of temperature is explained by means of an error
propagation on the measurements. To carry out this analysis, it is assumed that the influence
of the OHL capacitance is negligible eq. (D-12) and the uncertainty is thus propagated
according to eq. (D-13). Given that σR ∝ 1/ikm, the uncertainty in the computing of
temperature is increased at low power flows. Additionally, if the power factor (PF ) is
approximated to cos 6 ikm (using 6 vk = 0 as reference, 6 vm close to 6 vk and 6 ikm measured
with respect to 6 vk) the uncertainty increases as the PF is close to 1. On the other hand,
the typical ratio between magnitudes of voltage (kV) and current (A) in power transmission
systems impacts the measurement error in the resistance computing. For instance, reference
[7] reports negative values in the computing of the resistance in a real OHL when PMU
measurements are used; therefore, it can be deduced that those results are a consequence of
error propagation in the computing of the resistance.
To sum up, the use of PMU measurements for DLR faces challenges when atmospheric
conditions and properties of the conductor change along OHLs, together with inaccuracy
due to the error propagation in the computing of the resistance. Thus, the average value
of temperature computed from PMU measurements cannot depict the real capacity of the
conductor, as shown in this section.
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Table 4-1.: Direct and indirect measurements accuracy
Name Accuracy Units
NWP
Ta 2 [K] [8]
ϑ 35 [%] [8], [9]
δ 11.25 [◦] [9]
Down scaling
Ta 1 [K] [10]
ϑ 20 [%] [10]
δ 11.25 [◦] [9]
Direct
measurements
TS 0.5 [K] [11]
D 2.5 [cm] [12]
H 0.03 [%]
v, i 0.3 [%]
4.2. Thermal Steady State Algorithm Validation
Due to the fact that methods to minimize error in conductor temperature computing along
OHLs using direct and indirect measurements are not available in literature, the proposed
algorithm could not be compared to similar ones. Thus, in order to evaluate the performance
of this algorithm, it was implemented in Matlab® and tested with the data of the real
OHL describe in appendix E under typical atmospheric conditions, assuming both weather
measurement theoretical values and values of direct measurements done at critical spans.
Random errors were added to that set of measurements in order to estimate the conductor
temperature in all ruling spans by means of the algorithm. These results were contrasted
with values of temperature computed using the assumed theoretical measurements. The
random errors were added assuming a normal probability distribution with mean 0 and a
standard deviation (σ) assumed as one third of the measurement’s accuracy. The accuracy
for each kind of measurements is shown in table 4-1.
This validation supposes the availability of two models of weather nowcasting: one
to down scaling [8], [10] and other from a numerical weather prediction model (NWP),
commonly available on the Web. Thus, the atmospheric conditions were interpolated in the
middle of each ruling span and assumed constant along that (same as section 4.1). For direct
measurements, a set of critical ruling spans was defined based on the weather variation for
a typical day. These critical ruling spans are 1, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17. However, the spans
10, 11, 12 and 14, 15 are close to each other, hence it is assumed that only four measurement
devices are installed in spans 1, 11, 15, 17. The initial guess values of x̂0 for starting the SE
algorithm are R = 3.83 [Ω], XL = 25.2 [Ω], YC = 164 [µS] and TS = 40 [
◦C]. These were
taken from the OHL datasheet and TS is the design maximum allowable temperature of the
conductor.
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4.2.1. Performance of the Algorithm in a Generic Application Example
A generic example was chosen to evaluate the algorithm performance, adding random errors
to the assumed theoretical values. The location and the values for both theoretical and
simulated direct measurements are shown in table 4-2. It is assumed that the PMUs are
located at the ends of the OHL and the direct measurement devices are located at the
ruling spans 1,11,15,17. These measurements are simulated adding random errors to the
theoretical values as previously explained. The interpolated indirect measurements are shown
in table 4-3. Under these conditions, the estimated values of T̂S obtained with the algorithm
and the theoretical values of TS in each ruling span are shown in fig. 4-8a, along with the
errors between them. The maximum error was e ≈ 2[K] in the ruling span 16. The algorithm
converged in 4 iterations as shown in fig. 4-8b.
Table 4-2.: Direct Measurements at 18:00 18.04.2016
zTheor. zmeasured zTheor.+e Ruling
Span
Span Units
vk −125.78 + j26.667 −125.60 + j26.63 - - [kV]
ik −518.32 + j486.70 −517.26+j486.07 - - [A]
vm −111.32 + j37.853 −111.39 + j37.95 - - [kV]
im 513.00− j506.26 511.86− j505.74 - - [A]
TS17 16.8 16.7 17 1 [
◦C]
H1 25.356 25.353 1 1 [kN]
H15 15.698 15.696 15 1 [kN]
D11 10.38 10.39 11 1 [m]
Table 4-3.: Indirect Measurements at 18:00 18.04.2016
Ruling
Span
zTheor. zdownscaling zNWP Ruling
Span





































1 2.3 3.8 32 2.6 3.8 32 1.8 4.4 32 16 2.1 2.8 16 2.0 2.8 25 1.3 3.2 13
2 1.2 4.4 46 1.3 4.9 40 2.1 3.6 44 17 2.0 3.0 15 2.3 3.1 21 2.4 2.7 16
3 -1.0 4.7 40 -0.7 4.8 39 -0.6 4.5 35 18 1.7 3.1 1 0.9 3.2 3 2.4 3.0 0
4 -3.5 4.6 66 -3.4 4.5 70 -4.7 5.5 65 19 0.8 3.5 48 1.4 3.5 49 0.7 4.1 50
5 -3.9 4.2 35 -4.0 4.5 36 -4.8 4.2 36 20 -0.1 3.8 52 -0.6 3.4 53 1.5 3.9 49
6 -1.4 3.6 31 -1.7 3.9 32 -0.9 4.2 27 21 -0.5 4.0 54 -0.3 4.1 51 -1.2 3.6 51
7 -1.0 3.3 82 -1.4 2.8 82 -1.8 3.6 79 22 -0.8 4.1 56 -1.0 4.0 49 -0.5 4.5 58
8 -0.2 3.1 10 0.2 3.2 9 -0.9 3.2 11 23 -1.9 4.7 64 -2.1 4.6 58 -1.2 5.7 66
9 0.6 3.0 41 0.5 3.0 40 1.0 3.0 45 24 -2.9 5.4 77 -3.4 5.9 76 -2.9 3.8 83
10 0.8 3.0 46 1.3 3.0 43 1.3 3.3 46 25 -3.3 5.8 57 -3.2 6.3 53 -3.6 5.4 55
11 1.4 2.9 9 1.4 2.7 17 2.1 2.5 2 26 -3.6 6.2 70 -3.2 5.9 69 -4.4 5.6 62
12 1.9 2.8 2 1.7 3.2 0 2.0 2.6 4 27 -3.9 6.5 62 -3.8 6.8 63 -3.5 6.6 65
13 2.1 2.8 9 2.6 2.7 11 3.6 2.7 12 28 -4.0 6.8 43 -3.9 6.8 38 -3.5 5.6 44
14 2.2 2.8 55 2.4 3.1 55 1.5 3.4 59 29 -4.0 7.0 29 -4.2 6.9 29 -3.5 6.6 32
15 2.2 2.8 37 2.4 3.0 39 1.8 2.9 43 30 -3.7 7.0 19 -3.7 7.6 21 -3.5 5.5 11
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(a) Estimated temperature, theoretical temperature and error between both for each ruling span








(b) Residual in each iteration
Figure 4-8.: Performance of the proposed algorithm in a generic application example
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4.2.2. Impact of Measurement Error on SE Accuracy
To assess the overall performance of the algorithm, 1000 cases were run adding normal
random errors to the measurements. The procedure was executed on a standard laptop with
8 GB of RAM memory and a processor Intel® Core i5-1.70 GHz, obtaining an average time
of 2.6 [s] with 3 or 4 iterations in each run. Figure 4-9a shows the temperature estimated
through standard box plots, where the maximum distance between the upper and lower
whiskers was ≈ 8 [K] located in the ruling span 13. Figure 4-9b shows the comparison
between uncertainties obtained by using the estimation algorithm and computed with the
two assumed weather models. The uncertainty was assumed as three times the standard
deviation. The standard deviation in each ruling span was computed with the errors obtained
in each one of the 1000 runs. As a result, in all ruling spans the uncertainty obtained in
the computed temperature was lower (closer to the theoretical value) when the proposed
algorithm was used (in comparison to using only weather reports). Additionally, the influence
of direct measurements can be appreciated in the ruling spans 1,11,15 and 17.
4.2.3. Influence of Direct Measurements on Close Spans
The influence of direct measurements in the estimation of temperature in spans that are not
directly monitored is analyzed through a comparison of three scenarios:
1. Using only PMU and nowcasting
2. Adding direct measurements to PMU and nowcasting
3. Adding a nowcasting update using direct measurements
To add weather update, a new interpolation is carried out, assuming the ambient
temperature, solar radiation and wind direction of the previous weather nowcasting (in
this work, the down scaling model) and including a new wind speed in the spans with direct
measurements. This new wind speed is an average wind speed [13] computed according
to [3] using the previous assumed atmospheric values. As a result, of considering a new
weather nowcasting, which is based on results of a previous interpolation a higher weight is
added to these measurements in the state estimation impacting the results. With the aim of
avoiding this undesirable effect that changes results, the computing of the matrix of weights
W is modified, multiplying by
√
2 the standard deviation in both the previous and the new
nowcasting. Hence, the average wind speed update only influences the estimation of ruling
spans located close to direct measurements. The cost of including the weather update is an
increase in processing time (3.1 [s] in average) as a consequence of using a new nowcasting.
The uncertainty computed in the three scenarios with 1000 simulations is shown in
fig. 4-10, where the influence of the direct measurements at local level (ruling spans 1,11,15
and 17) is observed. The influence of weather update over ruling spans 8,9,10,12,13,14,16
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(a) Box plots for estimated temperatures with proposed algorithm in each ruling span










(b) Comparison of temperature estimated by: the proposed algorithm, computed from NWP and
from down scaling atmospheric models, in each ruling span.
Figure 4-9.: Performance of the proposed algorithm for 1000 random examples
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and 18, which are close to the location of direct measurements, can be observed, lowering
uncertainty. The error increases in ruling spans 2 to 4 as a consequence of using biharmonic
spline to update weather nowcasting. In these locations, it was observed that wind increased
its value when the interpolation was carried out, thus that error can be associated to the
weather nowcasting model instead of the state estimation algorithm. Authors believe that
with a more accurate model of weather nowcasting update, the estimation of conductor
temperature can be improved. This matter for future research and therefore, out of the
scope of this work.












Figure 4-10.: Comparison of accuracy between temperature estimated using PMU and
weather nowcasting, direct measurements in ruling spans (1,11,15,17), and a
weather nowcasting carried out means of updating using direct measurements
According to the previous simulation, the maximum errors obtained are ±4.2 [K]
and ±2.9 [K] with confidence levels of 99.7% (3σTS) and 95% respectively. Assuming the
acceptable error margin given by the CIGRE [2] of ±20 [cm] in sag estimation which is
equivalent to 3.8 [K] in the ruling span 13 (where the maximum error was obtained) at a
conductor temperature of 20 [◦C]; this margin is achieved in all ruling spans, provided a
confidence level of 95%. If higher reliability is required, a direct measurement device must
be installed on ruling span 13 or a more accurate nowcasting model must be used.
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4.3. Thermal Transient State Algorithm Validation
In this section, both simulations and an experimental test are performed to validate and
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed EKF. Algorithm 2 was implemented in
Matlab® with time steps ∆t = 0.1 [s]. The EKF was evaluated in the estimation and
prediction of temperature as follows:
Temperature Estimation each measurement sample was processed using the procedure 2,
where x̂+k ,P
+
k are updated, and used as inputs for the next estimation, as shown in fig. 3-2.
Thus, the ability of the EKF to use the information of previous measurements is used. Values
of estimated temperature can be used for real time monitoring.
Temperature Prediction it is performed to obtain the predicted value of temperature at
time k + ∆tC , where ∆tC is the assumed duration of a contingency or thermal transient
(usually between 10 and 15 [min]). Thus, a temperature prediction is performed by means
of Equation (2-5) at time k + ∆tC using the estimated values at time k. Predicted values
can be used for contingencies management.
4.3.1. Simulation Results
To test the algorithm with simulations, the data for temperature tracking calculation given
in [14] was used. Random errors (vk,w) were added to simulated measurements and control
variables, as shown in fig. 3-2. Normal distributions of the error with mean zero and a
standard deviation (σzk) considered as the third part of the accuracy were assumed for
simulation of direct measurements; therefore, the variances are computed as var (zk) = σzk
2.
A typical accuracy of ±1.5 [K] [2] in the temperature of the conductor was used. Hence, if
a maximum conductor operating temperature of 75 [◦C] in the span is assumed in this case,
a standard deviation of σTS = 1.5/3 [K] in temperature measurements is equivalent to σD =
5.5/3 [cm] in measurements of sag and to σH = 100/3 [N] in measurements of mechanical
tension. Finally, simulations were run with a ∆tC = 15 [min] and direct measurements
recorded at time spans of tk = 1 [min].
Thermal Transient System Description and Simulation Settings
A thermal transient with measurements of current intensity and atmospheric conditions
provided every 10 [min] is assumed, as shown in table E-6. Current intensity and atmospheric
conditions were considered constant between each sample. Finally, a span with length of 300
[m], having a horizontal component of conductor tension of 24.2 [kN] at 20 [◦C] was assumed
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for direct measurements. The conductor DRAKE 26/7 ACSR (aluminum (a) and steel (s))
was used for simulated OHL. Its properties are shown in table E-7.
Temperature Estimation and Prediction Having Available Direct Measurements
Known examples were used to assess the performance of the algorithm when direct
measurements of temperature, sag and mechanical tension are available. For simulating
direct measurements, the theoretical temperature during transient state was computed with
the values of table E-6 and table E-7 by applying numerical integration using eq. (2-7)
to the heat transfer eq. (2-5). Equivalent values of sag and tension were computed using
these values of temperature (TS Theor.) and measurement functions [15]. Then, direct
measurements were simulated with the Matlab® function randn, adding values of normal
random errors with mean zero and equivalent standard deviation to the sag, tension and
temperature. The simulated temperature measurement zk=0 was selected to be the value of
x̂+k=0, and for the covariance the value P̂
+
k=0 = σ
2 was assumed. Since in these simulations
the aim is to analyze the performance of the algorithm provided that direct measurements
are available, the values of atmospheric conditions except for the wind were assumed without
errors, that is w (t) = 0. On the other hand, for wind speed an uncertainty of ±0.5 [m/s]
was assumed (σ|ϑ| = 0.5/3 [m/s]), because it is a parameter to estimate.
To test the algorithm, two critical scenarios were modeled: the first considering the wind
speed lower limit |ϑk| = |ϑk|Theor.+0.5 [m/s] and the second one using the wind speed upper
limit |ϑk| = |ϑk|Theor. − 0.5 [m/s]. Figure 4-11 shows the values of temperature during the
thermal transient of TS-Theor. and the ones for the critical scenarios. The shaded area shows
the assumed uncertainty limits. The root-mean-square error (RMSe) for the temperature
was computed, obtained for the lower limit 4.02 [K], and for upper limit 6.73 [K] respectively.
Finally, provided that the wind is modeled discreetly in this example, both state variables∣∣∣ϑ̂k
∣∣∣ = |ϑk| and the covariance P̂k (2, 2) = σ|ϑ|2 must be reset during the run of the algorithm
at each time k in which the wind changes.
Simulations having available temperature measurements: for simulation of direct
temperature measurements, normal random errors with mean zero and σ = 1.5/3 [K] were
added to the theoretical temperature. Figure 4-12 shows wind speed estimated for both
critical cases. Figure 4-13a shows the values of theoretical temperature, simulations of
measured temperature and estimated temperature using the proposed algorithm with the
two critical cases. The error e is computed with respect to the theoretical temperature.
The RMSe for the estimated temperature was 0.34 [K] taking the lower limit, and 0.54 [K]
taking the upper limit. The RMSe using simulations of direct temperature measurements
was 0.6 [K]. Finally, fig. 4-13b shows the temperature predicted with ∆tC = 10 [min]. The
RMSe of the predicted temperature for the lower limit case was 1.6 [K], and 2.2 [K] for the
upper limit case.
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Figure 4-11.: Both theoretical and limits of conductor temperature during transient state,
computed with the scenarios: lower limit - |ϑk| = |ϑk|Theor. + 0.5 [m/s] and
upper limit - |ϑk| = |ϑk|Theor. − 0.5 [m/s]








Figure 4-12.: Theoretical wind speed |ϑ| and estimated wind speed
∣∣∣ϑ̂
∣∣∣ using the proposed
EKF for the assumed critical cases
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(a) Conductor Temperature (TS Theor.), simulations of measurements of conductor temperature















(b) Theoretical conductor temperature (TS Theor.), and predicted temperature 15 [min] before
Figure 4-13.: Performance of the proposed algorithm, simulating measurements of conductor
temperature during the thermal transient for the assumed critical cases
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Simulations having available tension measurements: for simulating tension
measurements, an accuracy of 100 [N] was used. Errors in measurements were added
as done in the previous simulation. Figure 4-14 shows the simulations of measured tension
(H), theoretical temperature and estimated temperature with the proposed algorithm. The
RMSe of both estimated and predicted temperature for the lower limit were 0.18 [K] and
1.5 [K], and for the case of the upper limit were 0.22 [K] and 2 [K] respectively.



























the proposed algorithm during the thermal transient, assuming tension
measurements on the conductor
Simulations having available sag measurements: as in the case of tension measurements,
fig. 4-15 shows the performance of the algorithm when sag measurements are available. The
RMSe of both estimated and predicted temperature for the lower and the upper limits were
0.28 [K] and 1.5 [K], and 0.29 [K] and 1.5 [K] respectively.
Finally, 1000 simulations for each of the three direct measurements were performed.
To simulate a more realistic case, errors were added on control variables, since these are
commonly measured or assumed. Thus, normal random errors with mean zero were added
to current intensity (ikm) with σ = 5/3 [A], to ambient temperature (Ta) with σ = 1/3 [K],
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and to wind attack angle (δ) with σ = 12.5/3 [◦]. These standard deviations were taken from
[15]. Table 4-4 shows the average RMSe and the average computing time to run procedure
2. For the 1000 simulations with each direct measurement, the proposed algorithm showed
stability, convergence and speed, and it reached a smaller error in temperature values than
in the case of using only records of direct measurements.




























algorithm during the thermal transient, assuming sag measurements on the
catenary
Table 4-4.: Performance comparison between the three kinds of direct measurements for
1000 random cases
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4.3.2. Experimental Results
A laboratory setup was designed to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm.
The setup consisted in controllably injecting a current intensity through an OHL conductor
and measuring its temperature. Properties of the conductor used in the setup (Linnet 26/7
ACSR) are shown in table E-7. To carry out the test, the planned current intensity (|ikm|)
and the forecasted wind (|ϑ|) shown in fig. 4-16 were assumed. An auto-transformer and a
fan were used to control both |ikm| and |ϑ|, (for experiment setup refer to appendix E.3). As
in the simulations, the two critical cases in the estimation and prediction of the temperature
were used. Additionally, a value of ǫs = 0.9 was used as initial parameter for the lower limit
and a value of ǫs = 0.2 for upper limit. Three different cases were analyzed: case 1 using the
assumed planned and forecasted values, case 2 using the upper limits, and case 3 using the
lower limits. An ambient temperature of Ta = 19 [
◦C] was assumed along the test. These
conditions were considered to validate the algorithm.

















Figure 4-16.: Current intensity planned (|ikm|) and forecasted wind speed (|ϑ|) used in the
test
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Test Results
The setup was initially energized with 300 [A], and when the conductor reached the thermal
steady state, the planned conditions (fig. 4-16) were controlled and the variables |ikm|, TS
and Ta were measured and recorded every 30 [s] with a meter accuracy of±5 [A] and±1.5 [K]
respectively. Measurements are shown in fig. 4-17. Since the test was carried out indoors,
the solar radiation was assumed to be S = 0.


















Figure 4-17.: Current intensity measurements (|ikm|), conductor temperature (TS) and
ambient temperature (Ta) recorded every 30 [s]
Figure 4-18 shows the values of temperature computed using eq. (2-7) for the three
scenarios and the temperature measured. The Root mean square residual (RMSǫ) obtained
were RMSǫ = 2.4 [K] for case 1, RMSǫ = 5.7 [K] case 2 and RMSǫ = 5.5 [K] for case 3.
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Figure 4-18.: Comparison of temperature measured and computed with planned and
forecasted conditions, upper limit and lower limit
Estimation of Temperature
The values of wind speed and solar emissivity estimated using the proposed EKF in each case
are shown in fig. 4-19a. The temperature estimated for the case with the highest RMSǫ (case
2) is shown in fig. 4-19b. A RMSǫ = 1.5 [K] was obtained with this estimated temperature.
Prediction of Temperature
Based on case 2, the temperature predicted 10 [min] before is shown in fig. 4-20. In this
temperature prediction a RMSǫ = 2.5 [K] was obtained.
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and solar emissivity (ǫ̂s)














(b) Comparison of estimated and measured temperature, and comparison of residual of estimated
and computed temperature
Figure 4-19.: Performance of the proposed algorithm for the assumed cases
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Figure 4-20.: Comparison of temperature predicted 10 [min] before and temperature
measured, and comparison of residual of predicted temperature and
temperature computed in each case
4.4. Summary
This chapter has described the methods used to assess the proposed algorithms. As result, to
use only PMU measurements for DLR, the performance of the algorithm in the identification
of critical spans is impacted as well as the computing of the average OHL temperature.
However, to use hybrid measurements in the both previous simulations and test, the results
of the algorithm showed a reduction in the RMEe or RMSǫ, allowing an increase in the
reliability of thermal monitoring of OHLs. For instance, in spite of using the most critical
case, the RMSe obtained using the algorithms was less than the RMSe obtained using directly
the DLR equations for all cases both in the simulations and the experiment.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
This chapter summarizes the work presented in this thesis, written throughout this Ph.D.
It provides conclusions of the main contributions. Finally, suggestions of future works are
presented.
5.1. Summary
With the introduction of direct measurements for DLR as well as the progress with weather
nowcasting, there have been great improvements in the real time estimation of thermal
capacity in OHLs. This thesis presented a weighted least square (WLS) algorithm and an
extended Kalman filter (EKF) algorithm for DLR estimation and prediction. This algorithm
uses typical direct and indirect measurements, in order to optimize the operation of OHLs
and increase the reliability of thermal monitoring systems. As noted by both the simulations
and the laboratory experiment, the algorithms are promising methods because they use




The main contributions to achieve the thesis objectives are highlighted below:
• The state estimation methodology proposed, based on WLS and EKF algorithms, can
be implemented in commonly DRL systems. This, with the aim of both reducing
congestion and increasing reliability in OHLs.
• This methodology runs with typical DLR measurements, and it has the ability to
include both indirect and direct measurements in order to improve the accuracy
estimation. Direct measurements (tension, sag and temperature) have a high impact
on the temperature estimation’s accuracy in the spans where devices are located.
Additionally, redundant measurements can be included to increase reliability and
security of the DLR systems.
• Expressions to implement the proposed SE algorithms were derived in order to estimate
electrical, mechanical and thermal parameters. All these expressions can be changed
in the algorithms, according to research needs. As examples, linear, simplified or
complex models such as plastic elongation, heat transfer equilibrium approximations,
among others, can be used. To carry out these changes it is necessary to formulate the
measurement functions, and the Jacobian and the weight matrix.
• Changes in load as well as atmospheric conditions along an OHL result in alteration
of thermal and mechanical variables, which affect electrical RLC parameters. This
influence is negligible for inductance and capacitance under typical atmospheric and
load conditions, as a consequence of the small variation of the line length and the low
impact of sag on the capacitance. On the contrary, the value of the resistance changes
in a non-neglected way.
• This research proposed the integration of direct and indirect DLR measurements
by means of incorporating the equivalent resistance and the total losses into novel
algorithms to estimate temperature of OHLs ruling spans. This, in order to minimize
measurement errors and identify critical spans. The presented algorithms take
advantage of the developments in weather nowcasting and it also benefits from the
high accuracy of devices used for direct measurements.
• This thesis presents an algorithm to estimate and predict thermal transient states
in OHL conductors and addresses its implementation for direct measurement of
temperature, mechanical tension and sag. This algorithm uses an EKF based on
the heat transfer equation, using atmospheric conditions, current intensity, conductor
parameters and direct measurements as inputs. The uncertainty in these values was
also considered.
• The proposed algorithm based on WLS used to estimate temperature and identify
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critical spans was tested in a real OHL configuration within typical weather conditions,
being fast and computationally efficient, with computing times less than three seconds
using a standard laptop. This, despite the fact that a set of nonlinear equations
are solved, and a completed overview of the conductor temperature along the line is
provided with errors less than e = ±4 [K].
• As simulations and test results, there are improvements in the estimation of the current
temperature in OHL conductors when the proposed algorithm is used, estimating
control variables and parameters. In this thesis, wind speed, solar emissivity and solar
absorptivity were chosen as parameters to be estimated, due to the impact of their
uncertainty on heat transfer. These parameters were assumed constant, taking into
account recommendations made by CIGRE. Nevertheless, models of wind behaviour
along time could be included in future studies.
• To simulate and test the EKF, the algorithm estimated and predicted values of
temperature, with processing times lower than the time spent between measurement
samples, showing computational efficiency and stability.
• Models that take into account the monitoring of critical spans or line sections with
unfavourable weather conditions joint with PMU are necessary, using state estimation
techniques. This, seeking to minimize errors in the different measurements by
increasing the reliability of the system. From knowledge of OHL resistance, it is
possible to estimate the average conductor temperature of the entire line in order
to calculate on-line conductor ampacity, provided that atmospheric conditions do not
change along the conductor; this rarely occurs.
• The computing of conductor average temperature solely from the resistivity using
PMUs jeopardizes the OHL when a DLR system is implemented, because the conductor
temperature in critical spans can exceed the accepted security margins. Since the
estimation of OHL resistance and conductor temperature is performed through indirect
measurements of voltage and current using PMUs, an error propagation occurs, giving
results outside the acceptable margins. This is as a consequence of the sensibility of
temperature with resistance. Additionally, the error in the computing of conductor
temperature is lower for low power factors and higher when less power is transmitted
in a line, even if state estimation algorithms are used.
5.3. Future Works
Although issues about dynamic line rating estimation and prediction have been documented
in this thesis, there are still improvements. Thus, some issues of interest for future researches
are listed below:
1. Several assumptions were considered in the assessment of the algorithms, for instance,
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the ruling span approximation, the discrete behavior of the wind speed and known
values in some electrical, mechanical and thermal parameters, among others. As a
further study, all these assumptions should be changed, according to needs as using
linear, simplified or complex models of plastic elongation, heat transfer equilibrium
approximations, etc.
2. The algorithms were based on available true measurements. However, bad data
detection techniques could be implemented in order to improve the performance of
the methodology.
3. Field measurements on a real OHLs under typical operating conditions need to be
considered to continue the validation of the methodology.
4. A framework can be developed to estimate and predict temperature using the proposed
methodology and algorithms. This framework could be considered to be implemented
as a tool into SCADA systems, which uses all available DLR measurements.
APPENDIX A
THERMAL BEHAVIOUR OF OHLS
In this appendix, expressions to compute temperature in OHL conductors are addressed based
on CIGRE guide [1].
Heat transfer phenomena in OHL are influenced by both current intensity and
atmospheric conditions. Those phenomena are classified in three states:
• Adiabatic: this phenomenon occurs when the energy is stored almost entirely in the
conductor, reaching high temperatures in short times, even melting the conductor.
Commonly the adiabatic state occurs in short circuits.
• Transient: changes in the current intensity or in the atmospheric conditions cause a
thermal transient. During this transient, conductor temperature exponentially varies
until it reaches state stable. The exponential curve depends on initial conditions and
the conductor thermal properties.
• Steady: in that state, the conductor is in thermal equilibrium. In other words, the heat
generated is equal to the heat transferred to the environment. Thus, the temperature
remains constant in the conductor along the time until a transient occurs.
Heat transfer at transient and steady state is a function of heat generated, heat
transferred to environment and conductor properties . This phenomenon is described by
eq. (2-5), where QJ is the joule heating, QS is the energy gained by the conductor from the
solar radiation, QC is the heat transfer by convection, QR is the heat transfer by radiation
and, m and c are the mass per unit length and the specific heat capacity of the conductor.
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Heat gain by Joule effect QJ is given by
QJ = kjikm
2RDC [1 + α (TS − Tref)] (A-1)
where RDC is the electrical resistance when a direct current intensity flow in the conductor
at temperature Tref , α is the thermal coefficient of resistivity, TS is the average temperature
of the conductor and kj is a factor used for modeling the skin effect.
The energy from the sun absorbed by the conductor surface (QS) increases the
temperature in the conductor. This heat gain is defined as below
QS = αsSd (A-2)
where αs is the coefficient of radiation absorption of the conductor, S is the sun radiation
and d is the outer diameter of the conductor.




4 − (Ta + 273)4
]
(A-3)
where εs is the coefficient of emissivity of the conductor, σB is the Stefan-Boltzman constant
and Ta is the ambient temperature.
The heat loss through convection can be expressed as
QC = πλf (TS − Ta)Nu (A-4)
where and Nu is the Nusselt number and λf is the thermal conductivity of the air given by
λf = 2.42 · 10
−2 + 7.2 · 10−5Tf (A-5)
Tf = 0.5 · (TS + Ta) (A-6)
As the phenomenon of convection depends on the wind speed and direction, the
convective cooling can be forced or natural.
A.1. Forced Convective Cooling
Nusselt number used for forced convective cooling is defined as
Nu = B1 (Re)
n (A-7)
where Re is the Reynolds Number and, B1 and n are coefficients that depends on Re as well
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y is the OHL height above sea level, ϑ is the wind speed and vf is the kinematic viscosity
expressed as
vf = 1.32 · 10
−5 + 9.5 · 10−8Tf (A-10)
Finally, forced convective cooling can be written as
QC = π
(


















The wind attack angle (δ) influences the heat transfer when forced convective cooling
is presented. This influence can be modeled by
Nuδ = Nu90 [A1 +B2 (sin δ)
m1 ] (A-12)
where A1, B2 and m1 are coefficients that depend on δ.
For wind speeds ϑ < 0.5 [m/s], the attack angle can be assumed negligible. Thus, the
Nusselt number is given by
Nucor = 0.55Nu90 (A-13)
A.2. Natural Convective Cooling
For low wind speeds the heat transfer by convection can be forced or natural. For natural
convective cooling the Nusselt number is given by
Nu = A2 (Gr ·Pr)
m2 (A-14)
where A2 and m2 are constants that depend on the product of the Grashof (Gr) and Prandtl
(Pr) numbers defined as below
Gr =
d3 (Ts + Ta) g
(Tf + 273) v2f
(A-15)
Pr = 0.715− 2.5 · 10−4Tf (A-16)
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Natural convective cooling can be computed directly by
QC = π
(













gd3 (TS − Ta)
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Finally, the Nusselt number for ϑ ≤ 0.5 [m/s] is selected taking the highest number
between eq. (A-12), eq. (A-13) and eq. (A-14).
Example
In this example, the influence of the atmospheric conditions into an OHL conductor is
analyzed. For that, it is assuming that flows a current intensity |ikm| = 600 [A] by the
conductor 428−A1/S1A−54/7−ZEBRA, which is exposed to a wind attack angle δ = 45 [◦],
solar radiation S = 980 [W/m2] and a height above sea of 1600 [m]. With these conditions,







































Figure A-1.: Influence of ambient temperature (Ta) and wind speed (|ϑ|) over the conductor
temperature (TS)
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APPENDIX B
MECHANICAL BEHAVIOUR OF OHL’S
SPANS
In this chapter, the equations used to compute the catenary parameters of mechanical tension,
sag and span length as a function of temperature are addressed briefly.
In OHLs, the conductors are subjected to horizontal and vertical stresses, which are a
consequence of loads generated by the wind, ice, and the same conductor mass. The stress
generated by wind and ice have a random nature along OHLs, however, the stress generated
by conductor mass is a function of conductor temperature, among others. This stress is
distributed along of catenary in each span.
B.1. Catenary Equation
Mechanical behavior of an OHL conductor which is supported by two towers form at catenary.
This catenary depends on towers location, stress, mass per unit length of conductor (mc)




that act over a
infinitesimal conductor section dl are shown in the fig. B-1, and resulting in the following
equation ∑
~F = 0 (B-1)
inasmuch as the conductor is fixed at both ends, being in static equilibrium.


















Figure B-1.: Forces that act over an OHL conductor
Assuming that elongations product of temperature variations are negligible, the vertical
(Fx) and horizontal (Fy) forces in an infinitesimal section can be described by
Fx = Fx + dFx (B-2)
Fy +mcg = Fy + dFy (B-3)
Commonly H = Fx is taken.
According to eq. (B-2), H is constant along the catenary, being this tension a design
parameter. On the other hand, the vertical tension (Fy) changes along the span in function
of the specific mass. From eq. (B-2) and eq. (B-3), and the balance of moments, the catenary










with reference coordinates located at (0, 0) when x = 0 and y = H
mcg
.
Commonly, spans are located over irregular terrains, so it is necessary to locate towers at
different horizontal levels, as shown fig. B-2. However, the behavior of the catenary remains
described by eq. (B-4). The catenary sag (D) is function of the horizontal tension (H), and
is described by eq. (2-9).
Finally, the length (ℓ) of conductor in a span as a function of span geometry and












where h is the difference of heights between towers.











Figure B-2.: Typical OHL Geometry
B.2. State Change Equation
OHL conductors expand or contract their length when variations of temperature are
presented, varying the conductor stress. The conductor length (lS) at temperature TS
depends on the coefficient of thermal expansion (ǫt) and the elastic expansion (E) defined
as follows:









where A is the conductor cross section and ~Fref and lref are known conditions at reference
temperature Tref .
Assuming that | ~FS | − | ~Fref |≈ HS − Href and from eq. (B-5) and eq. (B-6) the








The equivalent ruling span is an approximation used when a set (n) of spans are coupled
mechanically through tension supports. That set of spans is called tensioning section. This
approximation can be used as long as mc and H are the same along the tensioning section.
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Table B-1.: Influence of the conductor temperature (TS) in the length (ℓ) and tension (H)
in the tensioning section
TS [
◦C] ℓ [m] H [kN] D [m]
10 2106.3 17.685 22.07
20 2106.7 17.20 22.66
30 2107.0 16.75 23.25
40 2107.4 16.33 23.82
50 2107.8 15.94 24.38
70 2108.1 15.57 24.94
80 2108.5 15.23 25.48
Tensioning section example
The influence of the temperature into the sag, length and tension of the example 14.5 given
in[1] is analyzed. The line section has 6 spans mechanically coupled with the same tension
H . The conductor has a coefficient of thermal expansion ǫt = 10.9×10−6 [K−1], a cross area
A = 353.7 [mm2], an mass per unit length mc = 1.235 [kg/m] and a modulus of elasticity
E = 77000 [N/mm]. The length of each spans are 350, 200, 450, 275, 500, 325 [m]. For a
reference temperature Tref = 10 [
◦C] the horizontal tension is Href = 17685 [N].
Figure B-3 shows the catenary’s behavior in each span. The sag in the different spans
change until a 20%. Table B-1 shows the behavior of the line length (ℓ), horizontal tension
(H) and sag (D) in the span 5, when the temperature of the conductor (TS) changes. The
variation of line length is negligible if it is compared with the variation both in horizontal
tension and sag.
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Figure B-3.: Sag’s behavior in the OHL tensioning section during temperature variations
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In this appendix, a comparison between the computing of electrical parameters of OHLs using
numerical simulations and analytical expressions is presented. This in order to quantify the
error to use analytically approximations.
The electromagnetic behavior of a system can be modeled through resistances (R),
inductances (L) and capacitances (C). These parameters per unit length (R′, L′, C ′) of
the OHL shown in fig. C-1 and described in [1] are analyzed in this section. That OHL
consists in a three phase circuit with bundles of three conductors and two ground wires. The
electric parameters are computed with analytic expressions given in [1] and with numerical
simulations using the Finite Element Method (FEM) software COMSOL® .
C.1. Resitance
When a current intensity ikm flows in a conductor causes energy losses. In electric systems,
these losses can be modeled with resistances (R). In OHLs used for power transmission,
losses are present mainly in conductors, being a function of current intensity and resistance.


















Figure C-1.: Overhead line geometry, 500 [kV], example
The electrical resistance depends on conductor geometry, conductivity and frequency.
In OHLs, the geometry and the electric conductivity changes in function of load as well as
atmospheric conditions, as a consequence of that changes occurs in mechanical and thermal
conditions. Conductivity in OHLs conductors varies respect to temperature, to illustrate, in
data sheets it is common that the value of resistance per unit length is given at a temperature
of reference (Tref), normally at 20 [
◦C]. To know the resistivity R′DC (TS) at a temperature
(TS), commonly the extrapolation
R′DC (TS) = R
′
DC (Tref) [1 + α(TS − Tref)] (C-2)
is used, as long as the conductor is the thermal linear zone. In eq. (C-2) α is the resistance
temperature coefficient. All in all, in OHLs resistance variations are only function of
conductor temperature, because of the frequency is constant and conductor length (geometry
parameter) changes with mechanical tension, and tension depends on the temperature.
C.2. Inductance




which stores energy. That storage
capacity depends on geometry and material properties where the current intensity is flowing,
and can be quantified by the parameter inductance (L). Figure C-2 shown the distribution
of the magnetic field intensity of OHL shown in fig.C-1. The field distribution was computed
with COMSOL® when a three phase current intensity with a magnitude of 1 [A] flows by
the OHL’s conductors.
Figure C-3 shows the value of positive sequence inductance (L′1) of the OHL, computed
in analytically and numerical way. For analyzing the influence of the geometry respect to
inductance per unit length, the distance between conductors (s) and the distance between
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(a) Isolines of magnetic field intensity (| H |) (b) Magnetic field intensity (| H |)
Figure C-2.: Magnetic field intensity (H) generated by a three phase current that flows by
the OHL conductors
phases (D) were modified. Due to asymmetries between inner and outer phases, the values
of the inductance are different for the inner and outer phases, as a consequence of the
distribution of the field ~H, being necessary transposed the conductors along the OHL. To
compute the inductance per each phase with FEM, different values are obtained, therefore
the average value between the three phases is taken as the true value of inductance, provided


































Figure C-3.: Inductance values again variations of distance between conductors (s) and
between phases (D)
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The error (e) between the positive sequence inductance calculated in analytic and
numerical way is shown in fig. C-4. The maximum error obtained was less than 0.8%,


































Figure C-4.: Error (e) between the inductance computed using FEM and calculated
analytically
C.3. Capacitance




is defined by the geometry and characteristics
of the materials where the electric charges are present. That capacity can be modeled
with capacitances. Figure C-5 shows the capacitances of the OHL of the fig. C-1, where
CA01 + CA02 = CA0, CB01 + CB02 = CB0, CC01 + CC02 = CC0 are the ground capacitance or
zero sequence capacitance, and CAB, CBC , CAC are the capacitance between phases.
The distribution of voltages (v) is shown in fig. C-6, when the OHL is energized with
a source of magnitude 1 [V] of sequence positive and zero. The electric field distribution
depends on the sequence of the signal, changing the value of the equivalent OHL capacitance.
Figure C-7 shows both the positive sequence capacitance (C1) and the error computed in
analytic and numeric way. The differences between the two methods can be appreciated.
As result of dynamic behavior of the conductor temperature which affects the conductor







Figure C-5.: Over Head Line Capacitances, 500 [kV] example
length, the distances to ground and to ground cables changes, affecting the capacitance. As
maximum error between the two methods is closed to 2%, therefore, C1 can be computed
with analytic expressions reaching a low error.
(a) | v | distribution due to postiive sequence
voltage
(b) | v | distribution due to cero sequence
voltage
Figure C-6.: Voltage | v | contourn when a OHL is energized
Capacitance per unit length between phases (C ′P ) don’t changes during temperature
variations, because that capacitance is function of distance between phases and not between
ground to phase distances. The capacitance between phases commonly is higher than the
capacitance to ground, because the distance between phases is smaller than distances to
ground. On the other hand, C ′0 has a higher sensibility to temperature variations than C
′
1













































































(b) Error between C1 computed withFEM and
calculated analytically
Figure C-7.: Both conductor height at the tower (HM) and conductor height at ground wires
(HE) influenced on the values of positive sequence capacitance (C1)
and C ′P , as can be appreciated comparing fig. C-7 and fig. C-8. Figure C-8 shows both
the values of C ′0 and the error computed in analytic and numerical way for typical values
of ground distances. The errors obtained vary between 6.7% and 8.8%. Accordingly, to







































































(b) Error between C0 computed withFEM and
calculated analytically
Figure C-8.: Both conductor height at the tower HM and conductor height at ground wires
HE influenced on the values of positive sequence capacitance (C0)
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APPENDIX D
EQUATIONS USED IN THE ESTIMATION
ALGORITHMS
D.1. Measurement Functions - h(z, x̂)
The vector h(z, x̂) eq. (3-11) relates DLR measurements with state vector as follow:
1. Re (hv (z,x)), Im (hv (z,x)), Re (hi (z,x)), Im (hi (z,x)) are the measurement functions
that related the state variables R,L, C with PMU measurements resulting in the
following equations








+ Im (im)XL − Re (im)R
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(D-1)








− Im (im)R− Re (im)XL
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(D-2)
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These relationships are obtained from eq. (2-13) and eq. (2-14).
2. hR (z,x) and hP (z,x) are the equations of integration which relate the temperature in
each ruling span with the equivalent OHL resistance (eq. (3-5)) and the losses on the
entire conductor (eq. (3-4)) defined as below



















3. hQ (z,x) is the set of measurements functions for modeling heat transfer equilibrium
on each ruling span, which related the weather parameters and current intensity with
the conductor temperature. These equations are defined as
hQ (z,x) = QC +QR − (QJ +QS) (D-7)
4. hT (z,x) is the residual between temperature measurements on the conductor and state
variables of temperature is given by
hT (z,x) = z [TS]− x [TS] (D-8)
5. hH (z,x) relates mechanical tension measurements with state variables of temperature
by means of state change eq. (2-8) as follows
hH (z,x) = z [H ]−H (x [TS]) (D-9)
6. hD (z,x) relates sag measurements with temperature trough the catenary series
expansion eq. (2-11) and state change eq. (2-8) by means of
hD (z,x) = H (z [D])−H (x [TS]) (D-10)
D.2. Least Square Weights - Matrix W
The next assumptions are made in this work for selecting weights in the Least Square
estimation:
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1. Direct σ.
Standard deviations for voltages σv, currents σi, and direct measurements of
temperature σTS and tension σH are taking as a third part of the accuracy.
2. Indirect σ
Due to the reaming measurement functions are taking through indirect measurements





















For the function hR (z,x) is assumed that the resistance is indirectly measured by









































|vk| cos ( 6 vk − 6 ikm)− |vm| cos ( 6 vm − 6 ikm)
|ikm|2
(D-13)
For the function hP (z,x) it is assumed that the losses i
2R are indirectly measured. As








where R and σR are taking from eq. (D-12) and eq. (D-13).
For sag measurements, hD (z,x) represents the tension in function of sag, thus, the
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where the catenary is approximated to a parabola, taking only the first term of
eq. (2-10).


































ref (1 + α (TS − Tref))
∂QR
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where the derivatives are approximated from expressions given in [1]. For winds speed
below of 0.5 [m/s], the partial derivatives ∂QC/∂Ta = 0 and ∂QC/∂δ = 0. Due to
stability problems presented in the estimation for values of σδ greater than 6 [
◦], in
this work, ∂QC/∂δ was assumed as 0. Address this problem is left to future research.
















D.3. Partial Derivatives of Measurement Functions -
Jacobian Matrix H
Due to the complexity of deriving dH/dTS from eq. (2-8) in an analytical way, the derivative
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= 4πdεmσB (TS + 273)
3 (D-23)
were calculated based on the expressions presented in [1], where d is the diameter of the
conductor, εm is the solar emissivity of the conductor surface, σB is the Stefan-Boltzmann
constant, α is the temperature coefficient of resistance, R′Tref is the resistivity per unit length
at temperature Tref , and B1, A2 n, and m2 are constants described in [1].












2gD3 (Ta − TS)
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−0.75 + 1.25× 10−4 (TS + Ta)
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K3 =2Ta + 3.87× 103m2 − 3.23 × 103
K4 =2 (1 +m2)Ta
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8.66× 102m2 − 6.23 × 103
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9.87× 103m2 + 2.78 × 103
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1.07 × 109 + 3.25 × 109m2
)
Ta − 2.04 × 1011 (1 +m2)
K8 =(TS + Ta + 546)
(
1.32 × 10−5 + 4.75 × 10−8 (TS + Ta)
) (
1.25 × 10−4 (TS + Ta)− 0.75
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(D-24)












3.6× 10−5 (Ta + TS) + 0.0242
)
(TS − Ta)
4.75 × 10−8 (TS + Ta) + 1.32 × 10−5
) (D-25)
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where the parameter k depends on the wind attack angle (δ) and wind speed (ϑ) [1].
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APPENDIX E
DATA USED IN SIMULATIONS AND
EXPERIMENTAL TEST
In this appendix, the data used for evaluating the performance of the algorithms both in
simulations and laboratory test are presented.
E.1. OHL BR-1 220 [kV] Landsnet
The OHL identifies as BR-1 that belongs to the Icelandic transmission system and operated
by Landsnet is used to validate the algorithm developed to estimate temperauture in
steady state in all ruling spans. This OHL connects geothermal plants and the substation
Brennimelur, and it is considered as the most critical connection in the country [1]. As shown
in fig. E-1, BR1 connection crosses mountains, valleys and the sea, and it was built with
three different types of conductors; therefore, temperature variations along the conductor
occur.
E.1.1. Test Line
OHL BR-1 has a rate voltage of 220 [kV], a length of 59.4 [km] and it is suspended at
172 towers divided in 30 tension sections as shown in table E-1. Location of ends tower
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Figure E-1.: Geographic location of BR1-OHL ruling spans (blue squares) and nearby
weather stations (red diamonds)
is shown in table E-2. In this work, each tension section is approached to a ruling span
[2]. On the other hand, three types of conductors are used on the OHL; their properties are
shown in table E-3. For a conductor temperature TS = 40 [
◦C] as static rating, the design
atmospheric conditions are: ambient temperature Ta = 10 [
◦C], wind speed and angle of
attack ~ϑa = 0.6 6 90


















Table E-1.: OHL BR-1 ruling spans data




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
1-4 470-AL3 24.2 20 304 1 289 387 440
4-13 470-AL3 28.1 20 304 2 230 395 302 308 392 410 337 336 359
13-23 470-AL3 21.2 20 304 3 436 398 457 340 277 188 432 268 187 331
23-38 470-AL3 22.2 20 304 4 421 343 394 408 308 397 414 313 376 435 435 436 405 208 394
38-62 470-AL3 25.7 20 304 5 318 449 386 414 386 441 413 402 441 410 416 433 405 431 395 444 408 428 391 367 353 342 349 375
62-72 470-AL3 23.1 20 304 6 379 453 317 299 411 328 450 418 416 308
72-83 470-AL3 21.4 20 304 7 388 389 446 429 433 293 377 446 372 446 225
83-94 470-AL3 33.9 20 304 8 387 389 294 224 241 455 272 398 414 366 398 354 252
94-95 470-AL3 35.1 20 304 9 426
95-98 470-AL3 7.4 20 304 10 197 213 194
98-103 470-AL3 6.6 20 304 11 208 140 136 183 162 136 142 146 133
103-104 470-AL3 23.8 20 304 12 400
104-105 470-AL3 23.7 20 304 13 392
105-106 470-AL3 36.1 20 304 14 480
106-109 470-AL3 15.2 20 304 15 272 295 192
109-112 6469-AL3134ST4A49.9 20 304 16 202 909 159
112-116 470-AL3 14.0 20 304 17 318 278 371 329
116-120 470-AL3 21.7 20 352 18 316 316 233 217
120-125 470-AL3 21.6 20 304 19 258 383 327 374 255
125-127 470-AL3 16.9 20 304 20 377 182
127-129 470-AL3 10.6 20 304 21 270 284
129-130 470-AL3 9.4 20 304 22 312
130-139 470-AL3 19.2 20 304 23 380 290 362 378 388 349 303 280 341
139-143 470-AL3 17.3 20 304 24 373 329 365 347
143-147 774-AL3 73.6 20 304 25 468 329 289 580
147-151 2X774-AL3 25.4 20 415 26 222 349 337 387
151-155 2X774-AL3 39.4 20 830 27 441 249 288 349
155-161 2X774-AL3 39.7 20 830 28 193 398 307 238 351 316
161-166 2X774-AL3 25.7 20 830 29 173 260 276 213 297
166-172 2X774-AL3 47.4 20 830 30 368 384 398 385 337 340
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Table E-2.: Geographic location of BR-1 OHL Towers
Tower Latitude [◦] Longitude[◦] Tower Latitude [◦] Longitude[◦]
1 64.10579 -21.70556 112 64.37543 -21.43142
4 64.1103 -21.68489 116 64.38618 -21.42073
13 64.12576 -21.63298 120 64.39514 -21.42887
23 64.13163 -21.56647 125 64.4005, -21.45938
38 64.15781 -21.46622 127 64.3991, -21.47132
62 64.2379, -21.3957 129 64.39997 -21.4826
72 64.27169 -21.38902 130 64.40035 -21.48868
83 64.30244 -21.44101 139 64.40304 -21.55225
94 64.3355, -21.44249 143 64.40782 -21.57949
95 64.33919 -21.44245 147 64.41968 -21.60058
98 64.34467 -21.44277 151 64.41778 -21.62715
103 64.35283 -21.42122 155 64.41709 -21.6547
104 64.35511 -21.41463 161 64.4104 -21.68884
105 64.35729 -21.40819 166 64.40369 -21.70891
106 64.36138 -21.40556 172 64.39014 -21.7425
109 64.3673 -21.41327
Table E-3.: OHL BR-1 Conductors
470-AL3 6469-AL3 /134ST4A 774-AL3 unit
Type AAAC AACSR AAAC
A 469.6× 10−6 469× 10−6 774.2× 10−6 m2
mc 1.294 2.4217 2.140 kg/m
E 57000× 106 67100× 106 55000× 106 N/m2
εt 23× 10−6 19.3× 10−6 23× 10−6 1/K
R′Tref 0.07415× 10
−3 0.0768× 10−3 0.0389× 10−3 Ω/m
α 0.0036 0.0038 0.0036 1/K
Tref 25 20 20
◦C
αs 0.5 0.5 0.5 1
ε 0.5 0.5 0.5 1
d 28.14× 10−3 32.28× 10−3 36.18× 10−3 m
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E.1.2. Weather Nowcasting
Close to BR-1 OHL are sixteen weather stations; their names and locations are shown in
table E-4. The measure records from these stations are available online at the Islandic
Met Office webpage. For DLR it is recommended taking samples every 10 or 15 [min]
[3]. However, as the aim of this validation is to evaluate the performance to use proposed
estimation algorithms, the atmospheric conditions between 2016-04-18 00:00 and 2016-04-18
21:00, takes samples every three hours, were considered. The atmospheric conditions were
interpolated with biharmonic splines, evaluating the points located in the middle of each
ruling span, using the records and location of the weather station and the function griddata
of Matlab®. This work assumes that the atmospheric conditions does not change along each
ruling span, thus, the conductor temperature (TS) is computed using these measurements.
An accurate model of downscale climate is beyond the scope of this project, as this work only
seeks to analyze the influence of weather variations on the conductor capacity. Temperature
and wind interpolations for the date 2016-04-18 21:00 are shown in fig. E-2. Given the
climate characteristics of Iceland, the solar radiation is neglected [1] and normally, the
Icelandic Met Office does not report this parameter.
Table E-4.: Weather stations close to the BR-1 influence area
Weather station WMO number Latitude [◦] Longitude [◦]
Rvk 04030 64.1275 -21.9028
Holms 04920 64.1085 -21.6864
Korpa 04132 64.15049 -21.75109
Geldn 04880 64.1678 -21.8038
Kjaln 04848 64.2106 -21.7667
Skrau 04818 64.2318 -21.8046
Blikd 04912 64.2664 -21.8329
Sfell 04136 64.2405 -21.4633
Moshe 04918 64.214 -21.3448
Tingv 04142 64.2807 -21.0875
Akrfj 04926 64.3105 -21.966
Tyril 04806 64.3877 -21.4169
Botns 04814 64.4529 -21.4034
Skahe 04904 64.4902 -21.7621
Hamel 04128 64.4647 -21.9628
Hveyr 04134 64.567 -21.767





























Figure E-2.: Weather nowcasting for the area of influence of OHL BR-1, at 2016-04-18 21:00
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Table E-5.: Weather station measurements sample at 18:00 18.04.2016
Name Ta [




◦C] ϑ [m/s] Wind
Direction
[◦]
Rvk 3.0 3 225 Moshe -0.5 4 -68
Holms 2.1 4 225 Tingv 2.5 3 270
Korpa 2.7 3 202 Akrfj 1.7 6 202
Geldn 3.1 3 202 Tyril 2.0 3 135
Kjaln 2.0 5 247 Botns -3.5 5 270
Skrau 2.1 7 202 Skahe -3.5 7 225
Blikd 1.8 5 247 Hamel 1.3 4 225
Sfell -4.7 4 -68 Hveyr 1.5 5 225
E.2. CIGRE Tracking Example
To test the EKF algorithm with simulations, the data for temperature tracking calculation
given in [4] was employed. Simulations consider a thermal transient with measurements
of current intensity and atmospheric conditions provided each at 10 [min], as shown in
table E-6. Along each sample, current intensity and atmospheric conditions were considered
constant. Finally, for direct measurements a span with length of 300 [m], with a horizontal
component of tension in the conductor of 24.2 [kN] at temperature of 20 [◦C] was assumed.
Table E-6.: Atmospheric conditions given by CIGRE guide example [4]
Time [min] Ta [
◦C] ϑ [m/s] δ [◦] S [W/m2] |ikm| [A]
t ≤ 0 24.0 1.9 55 0 802
0 < t ≤ 10 23.7 1.7 62 0 819
t > 10 23.5 0.8 37 0 856
The conductor DRAKE 26/7 ACSR (aluminum (a) and steel (s)) was used in the OHL
under simulation. Its properties are shown in table E-7, where A is the conductor area, d is
the conductor diameter, m is the mass per unit length, E is the modulus of elasticity, R′Tref
is the conductor AC resistance at temperature Tref , β is the linear temperature coefficient
of resistance, αs is the solar absorptivity of conductor surface, εs is the solar emissivity of
surface, α is the coefficient of linear thermal elongation, and c is the specific heat capacity.
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Table E-7.: Characteristics of conductors used in the simulations and laboratory test
Drake 26/7 Linnet unit
Type ACSR 26/7 ACSR 26/7
Standard · · · ASTM B 232
A 486.6× 10−6 198.38× 10−6 m2
d 10.4× 10−3 18.31× 10−3 m
ms 0.5119 0.217 kg/m
ma 1.116 0.472 kg/m
R′25 ◦C 0.0727× 10−3 0.2095× 10−3 Ω/m
βs 1× 10−4 1× 10−4 1/K
βa 3.8× 10−4 3.8× 10−4 1/K
αs 0.8 0.5 1
εs 0.8 0.5 1
α 23× 10−6 23× 10−6 1/K
cs 20 ◦C 481 481 J/K kg
ca 20 ◦C 897 897 J/K kg
E 57000× 106 · · · N/m2
E.3. Experimental Setup
Considering the laboratory atmospheric conditions, the conductor under test theoretically
reaches 75 [◦C] with an |ikm| of almost 500 [A]. Taking the limitations of the short circuit
current of the laboratory into account, a special three-winding three-phase distribution
transformer (HV-LV-LV) with open ends was used to reach this current, as shown in fig. E-3.































Figure E-3.: Circuit diagram of the experimental test
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Figure E-4.: Experimental test setup
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